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Résumé

La croissance du trafic vidéo liée à l’offre et au nombre d’utilisateurs, ainsi que les

progrès des technologies vidéo et des appareils, ont augmenté les attentes des

utilisateurs en termes de Qualité d’Expérience (QoE). Aujourd’hui, le trafic vidéo

représente 79% du trafic Internet mondial, et ce pourcentage devrait atteindre 82%

d’ici 2022 avec les services Over The Top (OTT) qui représentent plus de 50% du

trafic de pointe dans le monde. Les solutions HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS)

se sont révélées être l’une des techniques essentielles pour faire face à ce trafic

vidéo en constante augmentation, grâce à leur logique d’adaptation en débit (ABR)

intégrée côté client, qui permet de s’adapter aux conditions d’utilisation (oscilla-

tions de bande passante, ressources matérielles. . . ) afin de maximiser la QoE

de l’utilisateur. En parallèle, la distribution vidéo sur les réseaux Pair-à-Pair (P2P)

et sur les réseaux de diffusion de contenu (CDN) devient cruciale pour permettre

au réseau de faire face à l’explosion du nombre de consommateurs vidéo. Suite

aux récentes améliorations des technologies P2P et HAS, de nombreux efforts ont

été déployés pour rapprocher ces deux techniques. Cependant, le déploiement

HAS sur les réseaux P2P pose de nombreux défis. Le réseau P2P est probléma-

tique pour les techniques HAS en raison de l’hétérogénéité des ressources et de

la fréquence des arrivées/départs des clients. Une grande partie des implémen-

tations repose sur un modèle en couches où les piles HAS et P2P sont isolées

l’une de l’autre; dans ce modèle, les techniques de pré-chargement P2P sont in-
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dépendantes de la logique ABR utilisée, ce qui conduit à une utilisation inefficace

des ressources réseau lors des changements de qualité. Cette thèse se concentre

sur les implémentations de piles HAS et P2P en couches et vise à analyser les

problèmes mentionnés ci-dessus et à proposer des méthodes pour les résoudre,

tout en améliorant l’efficacité de la distribution P2P. Pour y parvenir, nous con-

struisons un environnement de simulation pour tester les solutions HAS dans les

systèmes hybrides CDN/P2P et analyser les problèmes associés. Nous proposons

«Response-Delay», une méthode permettant l’utilisation d’algorithmes HAS exis-

tants dans le contexte de réseaux P2P basés sur le pré-chargement; cette méthode

module le délai de réponse des requêtes en amont du lecteur HAS et ne nécessite

aucune modification de l’algorithme ABR implémenté. Nous proposons par ailleurs

des modèles d’apprentissage pour prédire les décisions de qualité des algorithmes

HAS, en utilisant un ensemble de métriques d’entrée que l’ABR utilise pour prendre

une décision de débit. Enfin, nous combinons «Response-Delay» et les modèles

d’apprentissage ABR pour définir une méthode de pré-charegment et de contrôle

de QoE plus efficace. Cette technique utilise la décision ABR prédite dans le pro-

cessus de pré-chargement et contrôle l’ABR en amont pour prendre des décisions

favorables au P2P.
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Abstract

The increasing growth of video traffic and the number of Internet users, besides the

progressing video technologies and device capabilities, have surged the demand

for improving the user Quality of Experience (QoE). Today, video traffic accounts for

79% of the global Internet traffic, and this percentage is projected to strike 82% by

2022 [1], with Over The Top (OTT) services accounting for more than 50% of the

peak download traffic globally [2].

HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) solutions have shown to be one of the es-

sential techniques to cope with this ever-increasing video traffic, thanks to their

embedded Adaptive BitRate (ABR) logic at the client-side which allows adaptation

to the bandwidth oscillations and maximizing QoE.

In parallel, video distribution over Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks, along with Con-

tent Delivery Networks (CDN), is becoming more important to handle the explosion

in the number of video consumers.

As a result of P2P and HAS recent improvements, there have been many ef-

forts to bring these two approaches together. However, the deployment of HAS

streaming over P2P networks raises many challenges. The P2P nature is prob-

lematic due to the heterogeneity of resources and the dynamicity of peers. The

layered implementations where HAS and P2P stack are isolated from each other.

The P2P prefetching techniques are not aware of the used ABR logic, which leads

to inefficient usage of the network resources.
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This thesis focuses on the layered HAS and P2P stack implementations and

aims to analyze the above-mentioned issues and propose methods to solve them,

enhancing QoE and P2P efficiency. To achieve this, we build a simulation environ-

ment to test HAS solutions in hybrid CDN/P2P systems and analyze the related

issues. We propose Response-Delay, a method enabling usage of existing HAS al-

gorithms in the context of prefetching-based P2P networks; Response-Delay is ex-

ternal to the video player and does not require any modification to the implemented

ABR algorithm. Besides, we propose ML-based models to predict the quality deci-

sions of HAS algorithms, using only a set of input metrics that the ABR can use to

make a bitrate decision. Finally, we combine Response-Delay and the ML-based

ABR models towards an ABR-aware prefetching and quality control technique. This

technique uses the predicted ABR decision in the prefetching process and controls

the ABR externally to make P2P-friendly decisions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Video streaming has become an essential part of our everyday life due to the ad-

vances in video coding technologies, device capabilities, and networking technolo-

gies. Broadcasting is the dominant supplier of electronic content to the public; re-

garding that, Nielsen has published that US adults spend 5 hours and 43 minutes a

day on video content across TV, TV-connected devices, computer, smartphone and

tablets [3]. Most broadcast services are shifting from traditional terrestrial, satellite

services towards streaming over the Internet. The two primary media streaming

services are IPTV and Over-The-Top (OTT) applications, and they both rely on

the IP protocol. IPTV content is streamed to users through dedicated and man-

aged networks, guaranteeing a high end-to-end Quality Of Service (QoS). On the

other hand, OTT services like Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu, and Youtube deliver the

content over open, unmanaged networks, utilizing the publicly accessible Internet

connection, hence the terminology Over the Top. Yet, OTT services often choose

a hybrid solution involving managed networks, such as Content Delivery Network

(CDN), to guarantee QoS.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Today, video traffic accounts for 79% of the global Internet traffic, up from 75% in

2016, and this percentage is projected to strike 82% by 2022 [1], with OTT services

accounting for more than 50% of the peak download traffic globally [2]. In addition

to that, the number of Internet users is also ever-increasing. Forecasts refer that

nearly two-thirds of the global population will have Internet access by 2023, which

means around 5.3 billion total Internet users (66% of the global population), up from

3.9 billion (51% percent of the worldwide population) in 2018 [4].

From these numbers, we can imagine how the future of video streaming, espe-

cially for OTT services may become too overwhelming for Internet Service Providers

(ISPs), who have to handle and serve all these users and meet their high expecta-

tions for a good Quality of Experience (QoE).

As we mentioned, OTT services often choose to guarantee QoS by deliver-

ing their content with the help of CDN providers, such as Akamai and Limelight.

CDN providers host the contents on a set of servers placed in the network. Thus,

instead of downloading the content from the origin multimedia server, a user nor-

mally is redirected to download the video from the nearby server (proxies), which

reduces the traffic in the core network. However, the major challenge of CDN is

scalability, as the bandwidth provisioning at the edge servers has to grow propor-

tionally with the number of clients, making CDNs an expensive solution for large

client populations [5].

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks help solving the edge scalability issue by lever-

aging the resources of the participating peers. In P2P streaming, each peer can

upload the video segments to other peers while downloading its own segments,

contributing to the overall available bandwidth. Contrary to CDN, P2P networks do

not require any fixed infrastructures, but they utilize the user’s upload resources to

achieve video streaming, making P2P a cost-efficient and scalable solution. Thanks

to their self-scaling and cost-efficient properties, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks have
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

become a popular alternative for delivering the video contents. However, the P2P

nature itself poses some challenges due to the resource instability, in the sense

that users can join or leave at any moment, and to the resource heterogeneity as

peers have heterogeneous upload and download capacities. This may lead to slow

downloads, which in turn degrades QoE [6] [7]. Thus, having a hybrid CDN/P2P

approach would combine the advantages of P2P scalability and cost-efficiency and

CDN reliability and manageability.

In parallel to the advances in delivery networks, streaming protocols have also

evolved in the past decades. Many streaming protocols have been proposed, such

as Real-Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP), Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP),

and Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP). Recently, HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS)

has proven to be a critical feature for delivering the video over the existing web ser-

vice infrastructures. HAS uses the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) protocol

as an application layer protocol that runs over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

as a transport protocol. HAS partitions the video stream into smaller parts called

segments encoded into different qualities and stored on an HTTP server. HAS en-

ables the clients to pull the appropriate quality by running what is called Adaptive

BitRate (ABR) logic that makes sequential per-segment bitrate decisions by mea-

suring some system inputs and selecting the best quality that would improve the

QoE. Today, HAS has become a part of the video streaming industry, and many big

companies have used it and proposed their own implementations. Microsoft devel-

oped MSS (Microsoft Smooth Streaming) [8], Apple HLS (HTTP Live Streaming)

[9], and Adobe OSMF (Open Source Media Framework) [10]. In 2012, the Moving

Picture Expert Group (MPEG) came up with DASH [11] standard, which soon be-

came the key HAS development as it is an open format which is compatible with

any codec and container.

Caching and prefetching are also techniques that have been investigated to
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

improve QoE and reduce the access latency. Caching has been widely known as

an effective way to reduce the access latency by keeping popular content at proxies

that are closer to users [12] [13]. Prefetching is different from caching in that the

cached content is stored for future reuse (typically by other clients), whereas in

prefetching, the requested content is expected to be needed in the near future.

Prefetching aims to maximize the cache hit ratio by predicting future requests for

data before users actually need it. Many P2P systems, such as [14] [15], and

[16], have used prefetching techniques to prefetch video segments and store them

into local caches before the video player requests them. Prefetching exploits the

available bandwidth of peers and decreases the risk of failing to download it in time

when requested.

In a nutshell, CDN and P2P streaming networks have to deliver the stream

respecting the quality requested by the adaptation logic implemented at the client

side. For CDN servers, the process is a simple server-client data exchange where

the client pulls the segments from the closest server, and the ABR is designed to

adapt to the server-client link capacity. However, achieving the same with P2P is

not easy for several reasons.

Some reasons relate to the nature of the P2P itself, as most peers have limited

upload capacity since their access links are mostly asymmetric (greater download

than upload bandwidth). Also, most P2P streaming schemes work by further divid-

ing the video segment into smaller chunks, so they are easy to get from peers with

limited bandwidth and so that one segment can be downloaded from different peers.

However, the unexpected joining and leaving of peers may lead to losing the chunks

providers or re-assigning the chunks to the newcomers, and thus chunks/segments

may not arrive in their playback order, hereby increasing delay/re-buffering.

Other reasons are related to the layered implementations of P2P stack and

HAS. In this implementation, the video player is usually integrated on top of the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

P2P stack, which replaces the HTTP stack as a transport layer. The player’s ABR,

whether web-based or native, and the P2P stack are typically unaware of each

other, making the P2P-ABR integration more problematic.

In such designs, the existence of P2P local caching is an important issue that

directly affects the ABR behavior. Usually, the ABR expects to receive the segments

from CDN servers after the download time. Then it measures this download time

and updates the throughput and other measurements to select the next bitrate.

Clearly, this is problematic when the ABR receives the segment directly from the

P2P cache. In this case, the ABR measures a short download time and an infinite

bandwidth for cached P2P segments and measures a longer download time for

CDN segments which drastically changes the ABR behavior. In that direction, in

Chapter 4, we tackle the cache existence problems with the ABR algorithms, and

we propose a methodology to solve this issue.

Prefetching is another open issue with P2P/ABR streaming as it usually follows

the last ABR decision to get P2P segments in advance. When the ABR switches to

another quality, this leads to discarding the cached segments while trying to get the

new quality from new peers, even if the cached segments are of a higher quality

than the requested one. In that direction, Chapter 5 investigates the ability to predict

the ABR decision using machine learning models. Then Chapter 6 combines the

propositions of Chapter 4 and 5 to enable an ABR-aware prefetching. Besides,

it proposes a method to control the ABR to select the highest prefetched quality,

preventing it from switching down when the same segment is prefetched on better

quality.

Overall, this thesis treats the adaptive streaming from the perspective of P2P

networks. The main motivation is to make the P2P streaming compatible with the

already existing HAS work, without any modification to the HAS algorithms, im-

prove the QoE and the P2P efficiency, and improve the global HAS performance in
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

prefetching-based environments.

In summary, the objectives of this dissertation are to:

• provide tools that would enable testing adaptive streaming in hybrid CDN/P2P

environments.

• address the current challenges of HTTP adaptive streaming in hybrid CDN/P2P

networks.

• propose methodologies to enable using the existing HAS algorithms in the

hybrid CDN/P2P systems without any change on the HAS side, staying com-

patible with the layered P2P and HAS implementation.

• improve the overall QoE and the P2P performance in prefetching-based envi-

ronments

Towards achieving these objectives, we enlist in Section 1.2 the main contribu-

tions of this dissertation in terms of published work.

1.2 Contributions

In Chapter 2, we provide a comprehensive survey of the state of the art in ABR

design, P2P streaming schemes and QoE.

In Chapter 3, we present an initial testbed to enable hybrid CDN/P2P streaming,

specifically for WebRTC on web browsers. Although this testbed enables a good

traffic shaping, it does not allow reproducible results. Therefore, we also present

a full MATLAB-based simulation for adaptive streaming over hybrid CDN/P2P net-

works, which we made open for research purposes1.

In Chapter 4, we analyze the main problems raised by using the existing HTTP

adaptive streaming algorithms in the context of P2P networks. We mainly treat the
1Arxiv paper to be published
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problem of the local P2P cache existence on the ABR behavior. We propose two

methodologies to solve this issue and make these algorithms more efficient in P2P

networks, regardless of the ABR algorithm used. The work presented in Chapter 4

is associated with the following publication:

• H. Yousef, J. L. Feuvre, P.L. Ageneau, and A. Storelli. 2020. Enabling adap-

tive bitrate algorithms in hybrid CDN/P2P networks. In Proceedings of the

11th ACM Multimedia Systems Conference (MMSys ’20). Association for

Computing Machinery, New York, NY, USA, 54–65.

In Chapter 5, we present a generic ML-based approach to predict the bitrate de-

cision of any ABR algorithm. This model does not require any knowledge about the

player ABR algorithm itself, but assumes that it will use a common set of input fea-

tures, whatever the logic behind it. The work presented in Chapter 5 is associated

with the following publication:

• H. Yousef, J. L. Feuvre and A. Storelli, "ABR prediction using supervised

learning algorithms," 2020 IEEE 22nd International Workshop on Multimedia

Signal Processing (MMSP), Tampere, Finland, 2020, pp. 1-6.

In Chapter 6, we introduce an innovative ABR-aware prefetching technique that

merges the outcomes of Chapters 4 and 5 to predict, while delivering the P2P

segments to the player, the next qualities and try to fetch them from P2P. Besides,

we propose an innovative ABR-controlling technique to take the cached qualities

into account; especially when the ABR decides to down switch the quality while

having the segments cached on a higher quality.

In Chapter 7, we summarize this work, and outline potential perspectives that

could extend this work for future research.
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Chapter 2

State of the art

In this chapter, we introduce the adaptive bitrate algorithms and provide an overview

of the P2P streaming schemes. We start with a short recall of the existing adap-

tive bitrate algorithms, classified broadly into client-side, server-side, and network-

assisted classes. Then we present a brief overview of the adaptive streaming sys-

tems in the P2P environments, in addition to Quality of Experience (QoE) and P2P

related metrics.

Similar surveys are independently provided on ABR schemes by Kua et al. [17],

Sani et al. [18] and Bentaleb et al. [19]. These surveys look at the adaptation

bitrate algorithms and categorize them according to the location of the adaptation

logic in the system and the feedback signal used.

Other surveys look at adaptive streaming via P2P networks, such as Shen et

al. [5], Gheorghe et al. [20] and Theotokis et al. [21]. These surveys categorize

the systems according to the P2P topology into tree-based, mesh-based, and hy-

brid tree-mesh-based P2P systems. We will follow a similar classification in our

overview, and we focus on the mesh-based topology as it is more relevant to the

work presented in the next chapters.
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2.1 Adaptive bitrate schemes

Most state-of-the-art surveys categorize the adaptive bitrate schemes based on

the adaptation module’s location in the global streaming system. In a client-server

architecture, the adaptation logic module can be implemented by either the client or

the server entities, giving us the first two main client-side and server-side classes

of algorithms. Besides, some works have insisted on providing the delivery network

an active role in the adaptation logic, and hence, the third class is network-assisted

ABR algorithms. A fourth class can be defined as a hybrid of these classes, and

we will introduce these families of different algorithms in our review.

2.1.1 Client-side rate adaptation

Most of the ABR solutions reside at the client-side, which gives the client complete

control on the bitrate selection process by measuring some metrics at the appli-

cation or the network level, or even the cross-layer level (see Figure 2.1). The

client-side ABR algorithms are classified broadly according to different criteria, but

the most common classification follows the input metrics used by these algorithms.

Hence, based on their input parameters, the client-side ABR algorithms can be

classified into three main classes: Throughput-based, buffer-based, and hybrid

adaptation algorithms. Client-side ABR solutions are privileged over other solu-

tions due to their ease of implementation. They directly access the application-layer

metrics, like the buffer occupancy, without any need for feedback from the server.

However, the main drawback of the client-driven nature of HAS solutions is that

service providers may not have control over the client’s behavior. There are many

cases where the QoE can be affected [22]. For example, the HAS client may start

the stream with unnecessarily low qualities until it gets bandwidth information after

receiving the initial segments. Another example is when multiple HAS clients may
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Figure 2.1: Client-side bitrate adaptation

compete for shared bandwidth, leading to undesired oscillations. Consequently,

service providers may not be able to guarantee a premium QoE.

2.1.1.1 Throughput-based rate adaptation

This class of ABR algorithms relies on the estimated throughput as seen by the ap-

plication layer in the adaption logic. Usually, it is measured by the size of the down-

loaded data over the time it took to be downloaded completely. Thus, it switches up

the quality when it estimates higher throughput, and reversely it switches down the

quality with decreased estimated throughput.

Liu et al. [23] presented a receiver-driven rate adaptation method for HTTP/

TCP streaming that deploys a step-wise increase / aggressive decrease method to

switch between bitrates. This algorithm aims to detect the bandwidth fluctuations

using a smoothed network throughput based on the Segment Fetch Time (SFT),

which measures the time starting from sending the HTTP GET request to receiving
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the last byte of the segment. Later, Liu et al. [24] extended this work to sequen-

tial and parallel segment fetching methods in content distributed networks. They

proposed a new metric which is the ratio of the Expected Segment Fetch Time

(ESFT) and SFT, to detect network congestion and spare network capacity as fast

as possible.

Conventional [25] is a throughput-based adaptation algorithm; it only uses the

TCP throughput measurements over enough probes to decide on the next segment

bitrate. It uses a four-step adaptation model starting with estimating, then smooth-

ing, and then quantizing the bandwidth, and lastly scheduling the next segment.

Li et al. [25] proposed PANDA, which relies on the "Probe AND Adapt" prin-

ciple. This significant algorithm uses only the TCP throughput measurement as

long as it accurately indicates the fair-share bandwidth. PANDA determines a tar-

get average data rate and adapts the requested segment bitrate according to it. It

constantly probes the bandwidth by increasing the target average data rate until

it observes congestion, where it starts to back off. Similar to CONVENTIONAL,

PANDA uses a four-step adaptation model starting with estimating, then smooth-

ing, and then quantizing the bandwidth, and lastly, scheduling the next segment.

Moreover, Panda uses a probing method similar to the TCP congestion control. It

has an additive-increase-multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) [26], which makes it more

effective in terms of network utilization and fairness as users will compete less ag-

gressively for network resources.

Talking about fairness, Jiang et al. [27] introduced Festive (Fair, Efficient and

Stable adapTIVE ). Festive is a robust adaptive bitrate mechanism for chunk schedul-

ing, bandwidth estimation, and bitrate selection in order to achieve the best trade-off

between stability, fairness, and efficiency.

In another direction, as the HTTP-based video streaming is starting its transi-

tion from HTTP/1.1 to HTTP/2, many works have investigated HTTP/2 for video
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streaming. Xiao et al. [28] proposed DASH2M (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over

HTTP/2 to Mobile Devices); an algorithm to address mobile users in the first place,

aiming to optimize the mobile user’s QoE while minimizing the resource consump-

tion. DASH2M uses the most prominent two features for HTTP/2: Server push and

Stream termination; it dynamically determines the number of segments for pushing

based on the predicted available network resources and the impact of the user’s

early termination. DASH2M allows quality degradation to deal with network fluctu-

ations in the middle of the push cycle. Besides, it utilizes the stream termination to

start a new push cycle once the throughput prediction shows to be inaccurate.

In general, throughput-based rate adaptation lacks a reliable bandwidth esti-

mation method, which makes the ABR select inappropriate qualities that lead to

frequent buffer stalls.

2.1.1.2 Buffer-based rate adaptation

The family of buffer-based algorithms uses the playout buffer information to select

the appropriate next video bitrate, avoiding the bandwidth estimation’s inaccuracy

at the application level.

By mapping the amount of buffered video to a specific bitrate, Huang et al. [29]

proposed a pure buffer-based algorithm, called BBA-0, to maximize the received

video bitrate and minimize the rebuffering events. Then they introduced BBA-1,

which generalizes the design to mapping the buffer occupancy to the segment size

since the buffer dynamics are more chunk size-dependent instead of the video rate.

In addition, they proposed another version called BBA-2 that fills the buffer with a

much higher rate than what the map suggests for the startup phase.

Similarly, Abuteir et al. [30] used a buffer occupancy model referred to as DAVS,

where the buffer is divided into two areas (risky and safe) and the boundary be-

tween the two areas is determined through a dynamic threshold. In addition, DAVS
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aims at minimizing quality switches by delaying the bitrate change decision for a

window of time, which is also determined dynamically.

The buffer-based concept has also inspired Spiteri et al. [31], who came up

with another well-known and significant algorithm called BOLA (Buffer Occupancy

based Lyapunov Algorithm). BOLA is designed as an online learning problem

based on Lyapunov optimization [32]. It formulates the bitrate adaptation as a util-

ity maximization problem; the utility increases by increasing the average bitrate,

whereas rebuffering decreases it.

Recently, the queuing theory came to light to design innovative adaptive stream-

ing solutions. Yadav et al. [33] proposed QUETRA, a queuing theory-based ap-

proach that models the DASH client as an M/D/1/K queue. QUETRA estimates

the buffer occupancy to which the buffer would converge given a segment bitrate

and the network throughput. Then, it selects the bitrate of the next segment to

download so that the buffer occupancy converges to an ideal value; the ideal value

of the buffer is determined by the closest value to the current buffer occupancy.

Later on, QUETRA has been extended to cover distributed video streaming

use cases by a so-called DQ-DASH algorithm. BENTALEB et al. [34] used a

Mx/D/1/K queuing theory-based bitrate selection logic to achieve parallel down-

loading and benefit from the aggregated bandwidth from diverse multiple servers’

resource. DQ-DASH checks the buffer occupancy at each scheduling batch and

runs QUETRA to select the bitrate and requests one segment from each server, if

possible.

In another work, Burger et al. [35] also used queuing theory to model the video

buffer, but as a GI/GI/1 queue this time. With pq-policy and discrete-time analysis,

the authors accurately evaluated the impact of network and video bitrate dynamics

on the video playback quality.

In general, buffer-based rate adaptation suffers from instability, especially with
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bandwidth fluctuations.

2.1.1.3 Hybrid rate adaptation

This class of rate adaptation schemes includes all the other algorithms that may

use a mix of input metrics from different layers without being limited to network or

application layers only.

SARA (Segment-Aware Rate Adaptation) [36] is another ABR algorithm that

considers a mix of different input information. It uses the varying segment size, the

estimated bandwidth, and the current buffer occupancy to predict the time needed

to download the next segment. SARA divides the buffer into different ranges; each

applies a specific decision among Fast Start, Additive increase, Aggressive switch-

ing, and Delayed Download.

Miller et al. [37], proposed a hybrid bitrate algorithm that combines the current

buffer occupancy level, estimated throughput, and average bitrate of the different

bitrate levels available at the MPD, as inputs to be used in the video rate selection.

This algorithm changes its behavior dynamically based on the current buffer level. It

aims to estimate the throughput accurately to improve QoE by avoiding throughput

overestimation, quality oscillations, and playback interruptions.

Still in the direction of hybrid adaptation, with ABMA+, a lightweight adapta-

tion algorithm proposed by Beben et al. [38]. ABMA+ uses the Segment Down-

load Time (SDT) instead of measuring the throughput because they considered the

download time a higher-level metric, reflecting the throughput variations as a seg-

ment size function. In addition to SDT, ABMA+ uses a buffer map to define the

buffer capacity needed to satisfy the rebuffering threshold.
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2.1.1.4 Control-based rate adaptation

Recently, the research in adaptive streaming has witnessed a shift towards ma-

chine learning and optimization control, where many works propose to formulate

the bitrate selection as a learning problem.

Yin et al. [81] developed one of the most significant control-theoretic frameworks

for bitrate adaptation, FastMPC, a Model Predictive Controller that benefits from

both bandwidth and buffer size predictions to maximize QoE. FastMPC formulates

the rate adaptation problem as a stochastic optimal control problem.

Other notable works, such as Pensieve [39] and Deep Q-Learning DASH (D-

DASH) [40], use a mix of Deep Reinforcement Learning (Deep RL) techniques to

enhance the user QoE, combining different input metrics like the throughput esti-

mation and the buffer occupancy.

Online Convex Optimization (OCO) has also joined the family of these ABR

schemes, where Karagkioules et al. introduced L2A (Learn to Adapt) [41]. L2A is

model-free in the sense that it does not require any parameter tuning, modifications

according to application type, or statistical assumptions for the channel. L2A mod-

els the HAS client by a learning agent, whose objective is to maximize the average

video bitrate of a streaming session, subject to scheduling constraints of the buffer

queue.

De Cicco et al. proposed ELASTIC [42], a client-side controller for dynamic

adaptive streaming over HTTP designed using feedback control theory. ELASTIC

uses one controller that uses a feedback linearization technique to select the ap-

propriate bitrate that drives the buffer level to a certain set-point.
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Figure 2.2: Server-side bitrate adaptation

2.1.2 Server-side rate adaptation

Server-side rate adaptation schemes use bitrate shaping methods at the server

without any client’s cooperation (see Figure 2.2), who may still make decisions.

Yet, in this case, all the decisions are driven by the server’s shaping methods.

Akhshabi et al. [43] deployed a traffic shaper to improve fairness and stability

between clients competing on the same link. It eliminates the bandwidth overes-

timation that happens when some clients are downloading segments (ON phase)

and others are in the steady-state, waiting to have some space in the buffer to re-

quest a new segment (off-phase). The server activates the bandwidth shaper when

detecting that a video player is oscillating between different video bitrates. Then,

the traffic shaper limits the throughput for each segment to the encoding rate of that

segment. Thus, as long as the available bandwidth is higher than the shaping rate,

the download duration will be roughly equal to the chunk duration. Consequently,

the player will remain ON even when it operates in a steady state.

De cicco et al. [44] also contributed to the live streaming with a server-side
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adaptation algorithm called Quality Adaptation Controller (QAC). QAC proposes

a feedback control theory-based approach to control the buffer size. It aims at

selecting the most appropriate bitrate for each client by keeping the playback buffer

occupancy as stable as possible while matching bitrate level decisions with the

available bandwidth.

Additionally, some recent works study the server-side rate adaptation problem

for streaming tile-based adaptive 360-degree videos to multiple users when com-

peting for transmission resources at the network bottleneck. For example, Zou et

al. [45] and Liu et al. [46], formulated a fine-grained rate adaptation problem as

Nonlinear Integer Programming (NIP) problem, which aims at maximizing the video

quality and navigation smoothness for multiple users.

Overall, the main issue with most server-based rate adaptation schemes is scal-

ability. The server needs to store and maintain the information for each client to

perform bitrate adaptation, which means a higher overhead on the server-side and

increased complexity, particularly when the number of clients increases. Further-

more, in most cases, they require modifications to the manifest or a custom server

software to implement the rate adaptation logic, which may be inconsistent with the

principle of DASH standard.

2.1.3 Network assisted rate adaptation

As mentioned, the main drawback of client-side HAS solutions is that service providers

may not have control over the client’s behavior. The network-assisted adaptive bi-

trate schemes solve this issue by allowing the clients to collect some metrics about

the network conditions to improve the bitrate selection. To this end, an auxiliary

unit (e.g., agent/ proxy) needs to be plugged into the network to efficiently monitor

the network conditions and provide the network-level information to use network

resources.
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Houdaille and Gouache. [47] deployed some traffic shaping methods at the

home gateway aiming to achieve stability and fairness between the multiple clients

competing for the same bandwidth link. The home gateway is able to see and

control all traffic coming into the home, and bandwidth can be allocated according

to device roles and characteristics. Thus, the deployment of the traffic shaper at the

home gateway can determine the desired bitrates for each client by each stream,

then constrain the clients to stay within their limits.

Mok et al. presented QDASH [48], a system where the available bandwidth

measurements are integrated into the video data probes with a measurement proxy

architecture. QDASH includes two main modules QDASH-abw and QDASH-qoe to

measure the bandwidth and help the client choose a suitable bitrate, respectively.

QDASH avoids video oscillations by ensuring a gradual change in bitrate levels

using integrated intermediate levels. Still, it may lead to network congestion as

it generates significant overhead in the network, especially with increasing client

numbers.

Similar work is presented by Bouten et al. [49] who introduced a QoE-driven in-

network optimization system for adaptive video streaming to tackle the problem of

multiple DASH clients competing for the available bandwidth. This proposed system

deploys a set of proxy-like agents between the clients to measure and monitor the

available bandwidth, determine the best bitrate for the following segments, and

send all this information to the clients.

Sun et al. [50] proposed CS2P, a data-driven throughput prediction to improve

the bitrate selection process. It uses clusters of similar sessions, an initial through-

put predictor, and a Hidden-Markov-Model-based midstream predictor to model the

stateful evolution of throughput. CS2P uses cross-session stateful prediction mod-

els that can be implemented into the bitrate selection logic of client- and server-side

adaptation algorithms.
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SAND[22] is another important contribution that proposes a control plane that

offers asynchronous client-to-network, network-to-client, and network-to-network

communications. SAND allows to collect metrics from different modules in the sys-

tem and send them to the clients, servers, caches, and other network entities along

the media path. A further study proposed by Jmal et al. [51] shows how the SAND

architecture solves the problems raised by the existence of cache proxies in the de-

livery network, proposing a novel delivery scheme that combines both SAND and

Content Centric Networks (CCN).

2.2 Adaptive streaming in P2P networks

2.2.1 P2P system architecture

P2P networks enable the peers/clients/end-users to exchange data without the

need to fall to central servers, as long as the content is available internally. In a

P2P system, peers act as both clients and servers. They participate in the sys-

tem by sharing their resources with other peers to increase content availability and

overall performance, making a P2P system a good candidate for scaling.

As stated in Chapter 1, P2P systems still have many weaknesses, such as

peer-churn, which is the effect of peers uncontrolled dynamicity due to the sudden

behavior of leaving or joining the system for reasons like network failures or user

decisions, and heterogeneous resources among participating peers that can result

in poor performance [52] [6] [7].

Before diving into the P2P video delivery details, we will quickly survey the ex-

isting P2P schemes. In the following survey, we refer to peers that upload video

segments to other peers as seeders and the peers who receive those segments as

leechers.
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Figure 2.3: Tree-based schemes

2.2.1.1 Tree-based schemes

In tree-based architectures (see Figure 2.3a), such as ESM[53], the peers are or-

ganized in tree-like layers, where each layer has one seeder and multiple leechers.

The seeders usually flow the data to the leechers in the tree’s consecutive layers

and organize their leechers’ join/leave processes. Although the tree-based ap-

proach is simple and easy to control, it can be extremely affected by peer-churn,

especially when intermediate seeders leave; streaming disruptions may happen

due to a slow recovery of the streaming tree [5]. In addition, the received content

quality is limited by the minimum upload bandwidth of the intermediate seeders

since each leecher is connected to the seeder through a single tree branch only.

Multiple tree architectures, such as in SplitStream[54], were proposed to tackle

these issues by allowing each peer to be a seeder and a leecher in different trees.

A simple example illustrating the basic approach of multiple trees is presented in

Figure 2.3b. The original content is split into two stripes. An independent tree is

constructed for each stripe such that a peer is a seeder in one tree and a leecher in

the other. The tree-based schemes generate a lot of overhead in the network paths

and require a lot of maintenance to minimize the tree depth.
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Figure 2.4: Mesh

2.2.1.2 Mesh-based schemes

In mesh-based topologies [55] [56], each peer may have information about all other

peers in the system. Yet, even if there is a large size of peers, it only connects and

exchanges data with a small number of peers, known as peer-pool. In this topol-

ogy, peers are self-organized. They can be seeders and leechers simultaneously,

facilitating peer-pool management and resiliency against random peers joining or

leaving. However, the tradeoff is a higher network overhead due to exchanging

more control messages within the peer pool.

Narada [57] is one of the pioneer mesh-based streaming systems. It presents

end-system multicast to stream audio and video conferencing, from multiple senders

to multiple receivers. It runs a distance-vector algorithm extended with path infor-

mation on top of the mesh. Narada proposes a mechanism for group membership

management that facilitates the self-organization of mesh in the case when any

peer leaves the system.
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Figure 2.5: Hybrid tree-mesh

2.2.1.3 Hybrid tree-mesh based schemes

The hybrid tree-mesh-based schemes, like MultiPeerCast [58] and LayeredCast

[59], inherit the benefits of both tree and mesh architectures. In this scheme, some

children can get data from different parents (mesh structure), whereas other chil-

dren can get the data from only one parent (tree structure). Usually, the peer acti-

vates the mesh connection when it can not get the data from the node parent in the

above layer. Thus, each node periodically evaluates its sender peers, and in case of

detecting some new best peers, it switches to the new sender peer. These schemes

are more efficient in terms of tree-management, mesh membership-management,

and peer-selection mechanism [60], although most of the hybrid schemes still face

the tradeoff’s complexity between stability and scalability [61].

2.2.2 Hybrid CDN/P2P systems

Both CDN and P2P delivery networks have their strengths and weaknesses. CDNs

provide good service to end-users as long as the traffic load is within their pro-

visioning limits. Thus, CDNs mainly suffer from scalbility, even popular sites and
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providers can be overwhelmed by unexpected surges in demand and thus have

to deny service to end-users. This scaling limitation becomes more relevant when

users and content providers request higher qualitys video, implying higher costs for

the CDNs [62]. P2P networks solve the edge scalability issue by leveraging the

ressources to the participating users, while keeping the server requirements low.

However, this good scalbility comes with the cost of other issues such as resource

instability that users can join or leave at any moment, and resource heterogeneity

in the sense that peers have heterogeneous upload and download capacities. This

may lead to slow downloads, which in turn degrades QoE [6] [7].

Due to the complementary advantages of CDN being reliable and P2P being

cheap and scalable, a system that combines both technologies can be highly ben-

eficial [63] [62]. Such a system includes three main components:

1. The actual media server that distributes the video content to the clients.

2. A set of clients who are watching the same video content.

3. A tracker who finds the best peers by matching the clients who are watching

the same video content, on the same quality level, if possible, and in adjacent

time windows.

Xuening Liu et al. [62] presented LiveSky, a hybrid CDN-P2P system for ef-

fectively achieving the best scaling-reliability trade-off. They addressed the key

challenges of integrating the P2P into the CDN and design an adaptive scaling

mechanism to guide the hybrid CDN-P2P operation.

Ha et al. [64] proposed such a hybrid system for live video streaming over

the Web to reduce the CDN usage as much as possible. In short, the video seg-

ments are portioned further into small chunks of roughly equal size. Besides the

video player module, which consecutively requests video segments to fill the play-

out buffer, clients also have an additional P2P module that prefetches the video
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chunks ahead of time. However, the prefetching process may be incomplete due to

the peers’ heterogeneity. Thus, a cost-effective solution is to download the missing

data from CDN. A similar architecture will be used in this work, as provided later in

Chapter 3.

2.2.3 Adaptive bitrate in P2P networks

A lot of effort has been made to enable adaptive bitrate techniques in the presence

of P2P networks. In this way, Mansy et al. [65] analyzed the challenges of the hybrid

CDN-P2P adaptive streaming and proposed a stochastic fluid model to the hybrid

streaming system with a single video bitrate, then extended the analysis to the

adaptive streaming case with multiple video bitrates. They modeled the adaptive

streaming as a linear optimization problem to obtain the best bitrate adaptation

strategy.

Natali et al [66], designed another platform out of several swarms, where each

of them streams a different bitrate. The clients in this platform are not entirely

autonomous in selecting which version to download according to current network

conditions and its device resources. Instead, a fourth new rate control strategy is

implemented at the client-side to maintain a good viewing quality not to the client

only but the P2P swarms as well.

Multiple adaptive streaming techniques have been proposed in P2P streaming

systems by Jurca et al. [67]. Layered video encoding has been used to deliver

different video layers to the clients adaptively. Multiple Description Coding (MDC)

and network coding have also been used to propose adaptive streaming systems

that support a large number of users [55].

Other works treated the field of pull-based P2P scalable Video Coding (SVC)

streaming systems to deliver the best possible video quality by optimizing overlay

structuring and data scheduling [68] [69].
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Later in Chapter [70], we tackle the problem of adaptive streaming in prefetching

based P2P environments. We show the effects of the local cache storage on the

adaptation process, and we propose a solution to settle down the behavior.

2.3 QoE and P2P evaluation

2.3.1 Quality of Experience (QoE) Metrics

Quality of Experience (QoE) is a measure of the user’s satisfaction with the video

service. Recently, the advances of HAS-based technologies have led to a shift

from the traditional QoE video measurements (e.g., Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio)

and user experience (e.g., subjective mean opinion scores) to more complex qual-

ity metrics (e.g., startup-delay, re-buffering time and frequency, average video rate,

rate switching frequency, rate switching amplitude) and engagement-centric met-

rics (e.g., views per video, viewing duration) [17]. These metrics are often inter-

dependent and have complex relationships, which makes optimizing HAS QoE a

challenging task [71].

QoE is reported in [72] and [73] to be highly affected by the perceived video

quality, the frequency of quality switches, and the video playback interruptions.

Therefore, ABR algorithms aim to improve the QoE by trying to achieve the fol-

lowing objectives [74]:

1. Avoiding playback interruptions caused by buffer stalls.

2. Maximizing the video quality.

3. Minimizing the number of video quality switches.

4. Minimizing the start-up delay which is the time it takes the video to actually

start playing, after the user requests it.
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However, these objectives are contradicted and achieving them is a trade-off. For

example, objective 2 contradicts 1, that it is possible to avoid the buffer under-runs

by downloading the lowest quality. Also, objective 3 contradicts 2, that the ABR

could adapt to the minor variations in the bandwidth to select the highest quality,

which means more quality switches. Even objective 4 is a trade-off with objective

2, in the sense that the ABR could always select the lowest bitrate for the start-up

phase to speed the playout start.

Thereby to meet the QoE specifications and achieve the best possible trade-

off, many metrics were proposed in different related works [25] [38] [41] [75], to

assess the performance of the ABR algorithms in terms of 1) average bitrate for

the streaming session, 2) the stability of the session which represents how often

the streaming quality changes, 3) the smoothness of the bitrate switches over the

session, 4) the time spent on rebuffering and 5) the frequency of rebuffering. In

the following chapters, we will use the metrics proposed in [41]; these metrics are

referred to as 1) Average bitrate, 2) Stability, 3) Smoothness, 4) Consistency, and

5) Continuity.

2.3.2 P2P evaluation metrics

The performance of the P2P system highly depends on the use case and the de-

sign choice. For example, according to the P2P different typologies (tree-based,

mesh-based, or hybrid), some works evaluated the performance using metrics such

as propagation tree properties, the time a child peer needs to find a new parent,

the efficiency of error control mechanism, peer joining complexity, maintenance

overhead, and the peer workload represent the peer upload speed and how many

requests he can handle from other peers [76].

Other works [76] [77] are more interested in metrics to measure Delivery Rate,

which represents the segments that successfully arrive before their respective play-
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back deadlines, and Request Window State (RWS), which represents the number

of the successfully arrived segments per a scheduling window.

For hybrid CDN/P2P streaming solutions, approaches such as [64] [78] and [79]

evaluate the load on the CDN by measuring the number of requests to CDN servers

and the end-to-end delay; which is the time between sending a segment from the

source node and playing it in the destination node. Also, these works measured the

control overhead that represents the ratio between controlling messages, request-

ing messages, information exchange messages.

Data Overhead is another important metric in prefetching-based streaming sys-

tems as it expresses the resource waste in the network. In this sense, Bruneau-

Queyreix et al. [80] defined bandwidth overhead as the percentage of data transit-

ing on the network, which does not take part in the displayed content. In addition,

Roverso et al. [14] used cache hit and cache miss ratios to measure the over-

head. Their main metric, traffic savings, reports the percentage of the amount of

data served from the P2P network from the total amount of data consumed by the

peers.

The work of the following chapters is more relevant to hybrid CDN/P2P net-

works, in particular P2P systems that deploy prefetching techniques and deliver

adaptive bitrate streams. Therefore, we introduce some metrics to evaluate the

savings in the CDN requests in favor of P2P, besides reducing the P2P overhead

related to ABR decisions, as we will see in Chapter 4.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter presented an overview of the current ABR solutions, the P2P solutions

for video delivery, and QoE and P2P evaluations. Based on their location in the sys-

tem, ABR solutions are classified into client-side, server-side, and network-assisted
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ABR algorithms. HAS solutions use different metrics from the application and/or the

network level, such as buffer occupancy, throughput, and download time. P2P so-

lutions work with CDN solutions to deliver the content to as many users at the best

QoE, stability, scalability, and cost trade-off. The P2P solutions are classified based

on the topology of peers into tree-based, mesh-based, and hybrid tree-mesh-based

classes. The work of the following chapters is more relevant to client-side ABR so-

lutions, as we try to make using these algorithms with hybrid CDN/mesh-based P2P

solutions, and we use some of the presented QoE and P2P evaluation metrics to

validate the following works.
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Chapter 3

Methodologies for performance

evaluation

3.1 Introduction

Experimental models, either simulations or real-time deployments, are fundamental

to evaluate and validate any system’s performance when designing any new feature

before the deployment into the end products.

With the emergence of adaptive bitrate techniques, an abundance of ABR al-

gorithms has been proposed. Later on, P2P networks have driven considerable

attention to deliver the video content besides regular CDNs and having test tools to

evaluate these systems soon became a persistent need.

The evaluation of video streaming sessions can be conducted through physical

test benches. Although offering a high degree of real-life challenges, test benches

are not time- or cost-efficient; besides, they are usually more challenging to main-

tain and do not provide a controlled environment in which experiments can be con-

fidently re-conducted.

To cope with these issues, researchers started digging into lighter solutions
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based on network simulators and emulators. One of the most critical requirements

to validate a simulator is deploying the same conditions and reproducing the same

results. Real-time emulators help in full testing the features under real-life con-

ditions; however, it is still hard to get reproducible results precisely. In contrast,

theoretical simulators provide complete control on the whole model offering repro-

ducible results on the cost of testing under some real-life challenges.

Some ABR algorithms are already implemented in open-source projects. BOLA

[31] and BBA [29] are implemented in dash.js1 and GPAC2 , ABMA+ [38] is imple-

mented in VLC player 3 and GPAC, PANDA is implemented in GPAC... However, all

these projects are used for real-life streaming, and they do not allow reproducible

results for research purposes.

On the other hand, we found that most P2P simulators focus on simulating the

P2P network only, without considering the application level, as is the case with ABR

streaming.

Hence, the work of this chapter is divided into two main parts. We first start

by attempting to build a realistic NS3-based platform to test adaptive streaming

in the context of P2P networks. Then we demonstrate the challenges and the

consequences of these deployments for research-oriented studies.

In the second part, we propose a simulation framework for adaptive streaming

over hybrid CDN/P2P networks. This model provides reproducible experiments,

comparable scenarios, and a scalable environment. It allows reusing existing real-

life bandwidth traces for the down-links and the up-links. We also provide extensive

logging functionality (statistics and visuals), necessary to analyze the behavior of

adaptation algorithms and evaluate their performance.
1https://github.com/Dash-Industry-Forum/dash.js
2https://gpac.wp.imt.fr/
3https://www.videolan.org
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3.1.1 Prior work

Video streaming technologies are evolving alongside different network capacities.

Different platforms have been proposed to evaluate the video streaming technolo-

gies under different real-life and simulated networks.

OPNET4 modeler provides different wireless networks which can be suitable

for any real-time application, including video streaming. However, its usage in the

literature is limited due to its high cost and design complexity.

OMNeT++5 is a discrete event simulator that uses C++ and NED language.

This simulator enables a large set of different network topologies and has an easy

visualization tool. It also provides very good user support.

NS36, like OMNeT++, is a discrete event simulator that uses C++ and some-

times python. It enables different real-life implementations taken directly from the

Linux kernel. Besides, it enables analyses with other network tools like Wireshark

and provides good user support; however, it has a poor visualization tool.

In literature, many works have used NS3 for real-time network emulation. In

[81] NS3 was used to study the real-time handover in the 3GPP LTE network en-

vironments. Also, authors in [82] used NS3 but in the context of Software Defined

Networking (SDN) schemes and interference management. Besides, NS3 has also

been used for video streaming applications. Authors in [83] presented an applica-

tion of real-time video streaming over the NS3 based simulated LTE networks.

In the scope of HTTP adaptive streaming, NS3 was favored again for different

applications. In [84], an HTTP Adaptive Streaming traffic generator framework was

presented for mobile networks using NS3. Another traffic model was proposed in

[85], where users built their traffic generator based on discrete events simulation

through NS3. Ott et al. [86] proposed another simulation framework for HTTP-
4http://opnetprojects.com/opnet-network-simulator/
5https://omnetpp.org/
6https://www.nsnam.org/
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based adaptive streaming applications. This framework has three main modules:

a client module, adaptation algorithm module, and server module. It simulates

a simple playback session by downloading the manifest file, requesting the next

segments, running an adaptation algorithm module to get the next quality. All of

these modules are integrated into the NS3 simulator, which supports many wireless

and wired networks. This work was extended by Lyko et al. [87], who used NS3 to

model live delivery of DASH and CMAF to enable traffic shaping between the client

and the server.

Still in the scope of adaptive streaming, but for simulated models where few

works proposed theoretical simulations to test ABR algorithms with different net-

work traces. Sabre [88] is an open-source simulation environment for ABR algo-

rithms. It is a Python tool that facilitates initial development and quick evaluation of

algorithms in an environment similar to real production players. Sabre takes a video

description, network trace, and an ABR algorithm as inputs and gives a collection of

QoE metrics as output. Similarly, Pensieve7, which is a system that generates ABR

decisions using reinforcement learning, also provides, besides a real-time simula-

tor, simulated environments to test and compare different ABR algorithms under

different viewing conditions.

3.1.2 Contributions

The contributions of this work are the following:

• We introduce an initial NS3-based P2P platform to simulate hybrid CDN/P2P

streaming, specifically for WebRTC on web browsers, using virtual LXCs as

peers having differently shaped bandwidth profiles using NS3.

• We present a full Matlab-based simulation for hybrid CDN/P2P streaming,
7Available at https://github.com/hongzimao/pensieve
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which we make open for research purposes8.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the realistic

NS3-based platform to test the adaptive streaming in a hybrid CDN/P2P environ-

ment. The simulation platform is detailed in Section 3.3 with a description of the

different components. Then in Section 3.4, we show the experimental setup and

the model evaluation with the different statistics and visualization tools.

3.2 NS3-based network platform

The performance of ABR logic is strongly dependent on the bandwidth conditions,

and it would be useful to study the behavior of these algorithms through running

a real-time video streaming session using different real bandwidth datasets. Inter-

estingly, we found that a generic platform to test real-time P2P video streaming,

specifically for WebRTC on web browsers, using real bandwidth datasets is miss-

ing. In this part, we focus on building a testbed that implements the following sce-

nario: different users with different viewing conditions request video content from a

CDN. In practice, Linux containers (LXC) are used to represent users. Each LXC

runs a headless browser simulating a video session over hybrid P2P. In addition,

each LXC runs the NS3 network simulator in real-time emulation mode; this mode

changes the bandwidth of each user over time following the real recorded one in

the used datasets. For the P2P network, we use the Mesh Delivery provided by

STREAMROOT9 technology which allows both live and VOD streaming, offering

flexible CDN/P2P scaling for any audience.
8Arxiv paper to be published
9https://streamroot.io/cdn-mesh-delivery/
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Figure 3.1: NS3-based testbed

3.2.1 Main components

3.2.1.1 Linux containers

LXC10 is a userspace interface for the Linux kernel containment features. It lets

Linux users easily create and manage system or application containers through a

powerful API and simple tools. We created some containers, each running a video

streaming session as if they were on real devices. The containers on their own can

not send or receive any traffic without being linked to a real host. Therefore, each of

these containers has its own network stack, and it talks to a network device named

"eth0". They are connected to the host and other containers via these network

devices to Linux bridges [89]. Linux bridges are virtual network bridges containing

ports (interfaces) and a MAC learning database to decide on which ports the traffic
10https://linuxcontainers.org/
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should be forwarded based on MAC addresses. These bridges create local area

networks by combining network interface ports of a computer under a single bridge

which forwards the packets from/to the containers. In this testbed, we use two Linux

bridges: one called Traffic Bridge, used to forward the traffic in/out the NS3, and the

other called Control Bridge, used to control the containers from outside and display

the video content on the host GPU.

3.2.1.2 NS3 network simulator

NS3 is an open-source discrete-event network simulator available under the GNU

GPLv2 license for research and development uses. We used NS3 to build the

platform shown in Figure 3.1 which is composed of CSMA and point-to-point(PP)

nodes, TapBridges, and virtual interfaces (emu). Tap bridges act as software bridges

to connect NS3 nodes to the virtual interfaces. In Figure 3.1 we created two virtual

interfaces: emu0 in the container and emu1 in NS3. These interfaces are bridged

to NS3 nodes, so the traffic is forwarded inside NS3. We used CSMA nodes be-

cause the TapBridge can only be installed on the NS3 CSMA and Wi-Fi devices.

The real traffic shaping is done in the PP channel, where it is possible to change

the DataRate and Delay properties over time, simulating real varying bandwidth

conditions.

3.2.2 NS3 platform performance evaluation

For the tetbed evaluation, we tested different ABR algorithms BBA [29], BOLA [31],

CONVENTIONAL [25] and PANDA [25] in a separate run. Each run involves 10

users, watching the same video content Big Buck Bunny with the bitrates 0.15, 0.5,

1, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 2.45 (Mbps), and having the same bandwidth profile.

Figures 3.2a, 3.3a, 3.4a and 3.5a show that the testbed can successfully shape
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Figure 3.2: Testbed results for 10 peers running BBA algorithm
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Figure 3.3: Testbed results for 10 peers running BOLA algorithm
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Figure 3.4: Testbed results for 10 peers running CONV algorithm
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Figure 3.5: Testbed results for 10 peers running PANDA algorithm
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the bandwidth of each peer over time to follow the realistic bandwidth profile; which

makes it useful for traffic shaping and real-time video streaming scenarios.

However, when it comes to reproducing the exact results for comparing different

scenarios, the testbed does not seem to be a good solution.

In Figures 3.2b, 3.3b, 3.4b and 3.5b we present the bitrate selection for the dif-

ferent peers for each ABR algorithm. These figures show that even when peers

closely follow the same bandwidth profile, they do not behave the same in terms of

ABR decisions. For example, for BBA and BOLA (buffer-based algorithms), when

looking at the buffer variations graphs in Figures 3.2c and 3.3c we notice that peers

have different buffer behavior, which leads to different bitrate decisions. CONVEN-

TIONAL and PANDA do not guarantee the same bitrate decisions for all peers,

as these algorithms follow the bandwidth variation, which is not exactly the same

for all peers. In fact, the testbed’s reproducibility is limited due to real-world con-

straints. Although it can throttle the bandwidth and follow a specific bandwidth trace,

this throttling precision is likely subject to run-time conditions (memory, CPU us-

age, LXC and NS3 overhead), resulting in slightly varying throughput as observed.

These slight variations have an impact on the HAS at short and middle term result-

ing in different HAS behaviors. Also, we have no control on the browser execution

times, so some slight mismatches between trace start time and effective load time

of web ABR client may further impact the HAS performance. For these reasons

and the sake of reproducibility and comparison results, we choose to simulate the

whole scenarios using MATLAB first and keep the testbed for future works.

3.3 Matlab-based simulator

The need for having a theoretical model is three-fold. First, it provides a full control

on the environment and allows performing different scenarios changing only some
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Figure 3.6: Hybrid CDN-P2P HTTP adaptive streaming

parameters. Second, it is completely reproducible, which is something crucial for

comparison studies in research domains. Lastly, the simplicity of the implementa-

tion itself, which makes it flexible and easier to manipulate and maintain.

3.3.1 System Architecture

In this section, we provide an overview of how the model works, describing the

workflow of each individual entity.

As shown in Figure 3.6, all peers use the same model. It includes two main

modules: the video player module denoted as Media Engine in the rest of this

chapter, and the network module, which is responsible for sending and receiving

segments from CDN and/or P2P networks. In this model, we deliberately isolate

both modules to be able to test any player logic over P2P network, without modifying
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the ABR or player logic, to stay compatible with the layered HAS and P2P stack

implementation as explained in Chapter 1. The model allows using different upload

and download links; in this work, we simulate symmetrical connections, where both

up-link and down-link follow the same bandwidth profile.

3.3.1.1 Media Engine

The video player requests the video segments in their playback order and fills the

playout buffer, a simple pseudo-code of the used player logic is shown in Algorithm

3.1. It runs an ABR algorithm to decide on the bitrate rn and the request scheduling

time trqst of the next segment to download (line 3 of Algorithm 3.1). The request

is then forwarded to the Orchestrator which delivers back the segment Sn after the

download time tdwn (line 6 of Algorithm 3.1). Simply, the bandwidth is measured as

the downloaded data over its download time and the simulation time t increases by

this download time (lines 7 and 8 of Algorithm 3.1). The playout bufferQn consumes

some data while downloading the segment, then grows by one segment duration

once the segment is buffered (line 9 of Algorithm 3.1).

Algorithm 3.1 Video player logic

1: initialize(Qn, tdwn)← 0 for n =1
2: for n in [1, N] do
3: (r[n] , trqst) = ABR(Qn−1, tdwn−1 , bwn−1)
4: t = t+ trqst
5: Qn = Qn−1 − trqst
6: Sn = PeerAgent(n, rn)
7: bwn = Sn/tdwn

8: t = t+ tdwn

9: Qn = Qn + τ − tdwn

10: end for
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3.3.1.2 ABR Controller

The ABR algorithms take place in the ABR-CONTROLLER module. We imple-

mented six client-side ABR algorithms (described in the Chapter2). However, the

user may also add any other ABR algorithms as Matlab modules. Our model con-

tains the following algorithms: BBA [29], BOLA[31] (with all the versions: bola-

basic, bola-finite, bola-o and bola-e), PANDA and CONVENTIONAL [25] (denoted

as CONV), ABMA [38] and Festive [27]. Usually, each ABR algorithm has two

main outputs: the selected quality for the next segment and the segment schedul-

ing time. Some of these algorithms require tuning parameters; we use the default

recommended parameters in their documentation.

3.3.1.3 Network Module

The segment requests are forwarded to the network module, which is responsible

for managing both CDN and P2P connections. This module performs a regular sin-

gle client-server ABR streaming scenario where a client pulls all the video segments

from only one server. It also enables the P2P mode, where clients can participate in

the session. For the P2P mode, we deploy a prefetching-based technique as most

of the current P2P networks do (as stated in 1). The Network Module is composed

of three main sub-modules: Orchestrator, P2P Downloader, and P2P Cache.

3.3.1.3.1 Orchestrator

The Orchestrator, as indicated in Algorithm 3.2, receives the requests for the video

segments at specific qualities. It then checks the segment availability in the P2P

cache. These segments have three possible states: available and completed (AC),

available but not completed (AC) or not available (A). If the requested segment

is available and completed, the Orchestrator delivers it back in a very short time δ

(line 4 of Algorithm 3.2), which is the time needed to fetch the segment from the
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P2P cache. Otherwise, the Orchestrator sends CDN requests either to download

only the missing range of data if the segment is not completed yet (lines 6,7 of

Algorithm 3.2), or to download the whole segment if it is not available in the P2P

cache (line 10 of Algorithm 3.2). It then delivers the segment to the video player

right after time tcdn which is the time it took to download the segment (or parts of

it) from CDN (lines 8, 11 of Algorithm 3.2). In the case of using the model for a

single client-server scenario, all the requested segments will have A state and will

be fetched directly from CDN.

Algorithm 3.2 Orchestrator logic
1: n← the player requested segment
2: st[n] ∈ S : S = {AC,AC,A} ← cached segment state
3: if st[n] = AC then
4: tdw = δ
5: else if st[n] = AC then
6: dataRange = Sn − downloadedDatan
7: sendCdnRequest(dataRange)
8: tdw = δ + tcdn
9: else if st[n] = A then

10: sendCdnRequest(S[n])
11: tdw = tcdn
12: end if
13: wait for tdw to get and deliver the segment
14: return Sn

3.3.1.3.2 P2P Downloader

The P2P Downloader keeps downloading data from peers and filling the P2P cache.

It divides the work into two processes: scheduling and fetching. In the scheduling

process, for every time window w, the P2P Downloader handles three main tasks:

• Choosing segments to schedule first.

• Selecting seeders for these segments.

• Assigning chunks of data to each seeder.
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To handle the first task, line 1 of algorithm 3.3, the P2P Downloader schedules

a list of consecutive segments. These segments have the same quality level as

the last requested segment by the video player, starting from the next segment

right after the last requested segment. The scheduled segments should be either

not scheduled before (so not available in the P2P cache A), or already scheduled

but partially downloaded during the previous scheduling round (AC). The second

task, which is peers selection (line 2 of algorithm 3.3), is handled by checking the

peers who have the required segments and whose estimated upload capacity is

high enough to download the segments. The last step in the scheduling phase,

line3 of algorithm3.3, is assigning chunks of the segments to be played first to the

best seeders.

Algorithm 3.3 P2P downloader logic

1: segmentsToFetch = updateSegmentsFetchingList(n,r[n]).
2: seeders = updateSeeders(segmentsToFetch).
3: chunks = assignDataToSeeders(seeders, segmentsToFetch)
4: sendP2PChunksRequests(chunks, seeders)
5: saveFetchedDataInP2PCache(FetchedData)

Furthermore, this module organizes the P2P mesh connections, like tracking

the peers who have the segments then choosing the best seeders based on their

upload capacity. It also keeps a list of the leechers that are connected to this peer

at the same time. In this model, the peer upload link is shared equally between

all the connected leechers, and when one leecher finishes its download earlier, we

redistribute this free bandwidth to the remaining leechers.

3.3.1.3.3 Cache-manager

The last entity in the network model is the P2P cache memory. The peers

assign this memory to store all the video segments they already downloaded, no
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matter whether downloaded from P2P or CDN, or useful or overhead. Thus, for

P2P connections, peers can exchange the content they already have in their local

cache memories. The model sets this cache to store up to 200 MB of data, so it

matches (somehow) the maximum cache size for web browsers. In addition, we

use a FIFO (first in first out) list to organize the storing and cleaning of this local

memory.

3.4 Experimental setup and evaluation

3.4.1 Input Data

Simulating any video streaming sessions requires two main inputs: the video con-

tent that will be watched by users and the bandwidth profiles to simulate some

realistic viewing conditions.

3.4.1.1 Streaming Content

In this model, the video content is provided as a list of video segments encoded into

different bitrates. The video content file has the syntax shown in Figure 3.7; the first

row shows the provided average encoding bitrates, and every column represents

the segment sizes (in Bytes) for each specific bitrate from the first row. Taking the

first column in Figure 3.7 as example, the minimum bitrate is 45652 (bps), the first

segment size is 13000 (B), the second segment size is 8200 (B) and so on. For the

later evaluations, we will use some well-known open video sequences11 that are

recommended in the measurement guidelines of the DASH Industry Forum [90].
11available online at https://dash.itec.aau.at/download/
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Figure 3.7: Sample of segments sizes

Figure 3.8: Sample of bandwidth profile

3.4.1.2 Bandwidth Profiles

The model is designed to easily use any bandwidth dataset that provides the time

series and the according bandwidth measurements. Some publicly available 3G

sets of real bandwidth traces are provided in [91]. We can also use any controlled

trace for testing the performance under predicted conditions. An example of the

used bandwidth trace is shown in Figure 3.8, where the first column is the measured

time intervals, and the second column is the measured throughput. In this example,

the bandwidth stays at 4.7(Kbps) for 55 seconds, then it switches to 3.5 (Kbps) and

keeps this value for another 55 seconds, then it switches to 2.5 Kbps, and so on.
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3.4.2 Statistics

We also keep a log for the whole session to ease the data processing. When

the simulation completes, we keep the record of statistics for all the downloaded

segments for each participating peer. Figure 3.9 provides the data we collected

from each peer, where columns are:

• #1 idx: the segment index.

• #2 size: the segment size (bits).

• #3 duration: the segment duration (s).

• #4 bitrate: the average segment bitrate (bps).

• #5 the bitrate level, as provided by the HAS manifest.

• #6 req_time: the segment request time by the player (s).

• #7 res_time: the time at which the player received the segment (s).

• #8 req_buffer: the buffer level when the request was sent (s).

• #9 res_buffer: the buffer level when the segment was added to the buffer (s).

• #10 download_time: the segment download time (s).

• #11 downloaded: the amount of data downloaded for this segment (bits).

• #12 inter_request_time: the player waiting time before requesting this seg-

ment (s).

• #13 measured_bw: the measured bandwidth seen by the player (bps).

• #14 estimated_bw: the ABR estimated bandwidth (used in Panda and con-

ventional) (bps).
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Figure 3.9: Example of the logs data

• #15 smoothed_bw: the ABR smoothed bandwidth (used in Panda and con-

ventional) (bps).

• #16 cache: the cache state according to segment index, saved as an array

of structures. Each structure represents statistics about the prefeteched seg-

ment version of that index (segment might be prefetched in different bitrates);

Figures 3.10 details this information.

Figure 3.10: Example of P2P logs data

Moreover, we record some vital P2P statistics during the session to enrich the

performance evaluation of the P2P network. These statistics, which are recorded

for every segment and saved in the P2P cache, give, in addition to the previous

information, the following:

• #17 : p2p_downloaded: the data downloaded from P2P (bits).

• #18 p2p_duration: the fetch time from P2P (s).

• #19 cdn_downloaded: the data downloaded from CDN (s).

• #20 cdn_duration: the fetch time from CDN (s).

• #21 is_complete: the segment state in P2P cache (whether the download is

complete or not).
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• #22 seeders: contains a list of the seeders identifiers with the amount of data

downloaded from each in bits.

• #23 is_useful: indicates if the media engine requested the segment or not.

• #24 req_fetch_time: the time at which the segment fetch request from peers

was made (s).

• #25 fetched_time: the time the data is fetched from P2P (s).

• #26 req_time: the time at which the player requested the segment (s).

• #27 origin: indicates the source of the segment (CDN, P2P, or both)

An example of the stats is shown in Figure 3.10.

3.4.3 Visualisation

To better evaluate the system performance, simulators should provide some visu-

alization tools that allow researchers to debug and validate their works.

The ABR-related works usually need some visuals to read the QoE metrics.

The classic evaluation ways include graphs to follow the bitrate adaptation to the

varying bandwidth conditions, in other words, the gain in terms of average bitrate

and quality switches. Also, figures for the buffer evolution are valuable to follow the

rebuffering events.

For P2P streaming, other graphs are needed to show the ABR’s behavior when

it receives P2P segments. Besides, some representatives of the P2P cache situa-

tion are also required to track the efficiency of the P2P usage.

Consequently, our model provides many scripts to visualize the generic ABR

behavior for both CDN and hybrid CDN/P2P networks, besides the P2P evaluation.

First, we visualize the bitrate adaptation process of every ABR algorithm under

the same network conditions using the same video content. For example, Figure
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Figure 3.11: Example of the bitrate selection for the implemented ABR algorithms

3.11 allows comparing the behavior of four implemented algorithms (BBA, BOLA,

PANDA and CONVENTIONAL) in terms of adaptability to the available bandwidth

and the frequency of quality switches.

Furthermore, we provide details on the individual behavior of each ABR algo-

rithm in the hybrid CDN/P2P networks, as can be seen in Figures 3.12a and 3.12b.

These figures provide information about PANDA’s behavior over the simulation time.

In Figure 3.12a, we show on the same plot each of:

• the estimated bandwidth by PANDA,

• the measured bandwidth as seen by the player,

• the real CDN bandwidth as provided from the bandwidth trace,
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• the selected bitrates,

• the segments origin either from P2P or CDN.

In addition to the bandwidth information, we capture the buffer level variation

over the simulation time, as seen in Figure 3.12b, and thus we cover most of the

critical information to evaluate the ABR behavior.

Next, we visualize the status of the P2P cache by providing two different graphs;

one shows the overall data in the P2P cache, and the other shows per-segment

status.

An example of the first plot is shown in Figure 3.13, where data for each cached

segment is presented as a useful download from P2P or CDN, or overhead P2P

data that has been prefetched in the P2P cache but not consumed by the video

player.

To further evaluate the overall P2P efficiency, we introduce the second graph,

shown in Figure 3.14, which details the status of segments in the P2P cache. Here,

we show the different segments downloaded for each track/quality/level. Then for

each segment, we state its origin, whether it is P2P, CDN, or both. The overhead

is also shown on this plot but split into a useful and unuseful overhead. The useful

overhead represents the P2P segments that the video player itself does not use

but shares with other peers. In contrast, the unuseful overhead represents the P2P

segments that are not used by either the peer or any other peers. The first overhead

is labeled as unuseful P2P/CDN data and the second is labeled as useful for peers.

Additionally, this figure serves in understanding the evaluation metrics that will be

discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.12: An example of stats visualisation: a) bitrates selection and bandwidth
measurements, b) buffer levels for one peer running PANDA algorithm
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Figure 3.13: Example of the downloaded data from P2P and CDN

Figure 3.14: Status of P2P cache memory
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3.5 Conclusion

We dedicated this chapter to discuss the challenges of testing the hybrid CDN/P2P

environments for video streaming, especially for research purposes. In this light,

we presented both realistic and simulated platforms to conduct the video stream-

ing experiments. The real-time platform contains Linux containers LXCs, where

each container represents a peer participating in the video session through a web

browser. NS3 network emulator is then used to shape the traffic for each peer,

while the connections to CDN and P2P are controlled using STREAMROOT mesh

technology. Although this platform has shown some good results for traffic shaping

on the CDN link, it could not precisely reproduce the same results over different ex-

periments. Besides, this platform reuses an existing mesh P2P protocol and does

not detail the implementation, which might be a requirement for researchers who

desire to work on this platform to achieve P2P streaming.

For this reason, in the second part of the chapter, we provided a model to sim-

ulate adaptive video streaming scenarios over hybrid CDN/P2P networks. This

model is useful for research as it provides: 1) accurate and reproducible results,

2) the ability to simulate a single client-server ABR session. 3) different ABR al-

gorithms, 4) the P2P protocol, which allows flexible testing scenarios, and 5) many

visualizing and statistical logs for better evaluations. We will use this model in the

following chapters to validate our proposals.
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Chapter 4

Enabling adaptive bitrate

algorithms in hybrid CDN/P2P

networks

4.1 Introduction

As a result of P2P and ABR key improvements, there have been many efforts to

bring these two approaches together, which is where problems have popped up.

Since in ABR, each client chooses each segment based on its current viewing

conditions, different clients end up watching the video in different qualities, which

makes the segments exchanging between users (peers) more challenging.

Interestingly, most of the existing ABR algorithms were designed to work in a

server-based scenario, where the client requests segments directly from the CDN.

However, when running these algorithms in P2P networks, all the estimated input

information (throughput, segment download time, buffer value) will be dependent

on the P2P connections of the client.

In this context, some related works implemented adaptive streaming in P2P
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networks for both live [66] [14] and VoD [92] media streaming. However, as we

mentioned in Chapter 1, no prior work focused on reusing the already existing HAS

algorithms in P2P systems, nor focused on treating the local cache problems re-

garding the ABR.

While in Chapter 2 we classified the ABR solutions according to the module that

implements the rate adaptation logic, we focus on the client-side schemes only in

this chapter, as it is mostly the case with HAS solutions.

On the P2P part, though in Chapter 2 we presented an overview of the global

architecture of the P2P-dependent streaming system, here in this chapter, we focus

on the P2P mesh topology, which is easier for management and resilient against

the random peers joining and leaving.

We study the behavior of four state-of-the-art ABR algorithms in P2P prefetching

environment and comment on the main problems encountered. In particular, we

analyze the performance of two different classes: BBA [29] and BOLA [31] from

the buffer-based class and CONVENTIONAL and PANDA [25] from the throughput

class. We also propose a new solution, called Response Delay, to make these

algorithms compatible with the presence of the P2P local cache.

For the overall P2P evaluation, it should be noted that ABR streaming, in a

prefetching-based hybrid CDN/P2P system, brings some overhead due to the inef-

ficient usage of the resources. Here we differentiate between three types of over-

head. The first is related to the ABR’s instability; it happens when there are fre-

quent quality switches for the next segments while having these segments already

prefetched but into a different quality, hence not used by the player. The second

overhead happens when a partial P2P segment is completed from CDN request,

but P2P chunks for this segment are still received (no or late canceling of sched-

uled chunks). The third overhead is also related to the partial P2P segment, but

in the case where CDN replies to the completion byte-range request with a larger
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byte-range. This behavior can happen in realistic sessions, but we ignore it in our

simulations since it is an artifact to deal with CDN rather than a consequence of the

hybrid CDN/P2P system.

4.1.1 Challenges of ABR algorithms in P2P networks

Before putting the existing ABR algorithms and P2P networks together, we should

first understand the possible consequences of such a merge. ABR algorithms have

different natures according to their input parameters and how they process these

parameters to make a bitrate decision. As discussed in section 2.1.1, ABR algo-

rithms use many parameters, but the two leading ones are the available throughput

and the buffer occupancy. With hybrid CDN/P2P systems, these two parameters

are not dependent on the single-server connection only, but also on the P2P con-

nection.

• In throughput-based ABR algorithms, the next download decisions are taken

based on the most recent bandwidth estimation. However, the P2P network

conditions vary a lot during the streaming session due to the high dynamics

and heterogeneity of the peers. Also, cached (prefetched) P2P segments are

delivered almost instantaneously, resulting in a very high bandwidth estima-

tion by the ABR algorithm. As a result, such algorithms will end up selecting

the highest bitrate for the next segments, which in turn makes the ABR more

fragile to any upcoming bandwidth fluctuation, resulting in quality oscillations.

• The buffer-based ABR algorithms rely on the buffer occupancy to decide on

the next bitrate to download. In P2P, the buffer filling rate will vary a lot,

depending on the segment source speed (prefetched, from peers only, from

CDN only, or from peers and CDN); this induces more frequent changes in

buffer level, and thus, more quality switches.
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• Finally, to the best of our knowledge, the prefetching-based P2P systems

download the next segments on the same quality as the last requested one.

With an ABR algorithm changing the current quality too often, the prefetched

segments are more likely to be unused because not in the desired quality,

thereby diminishing the P2P efficiency.

4.1.2 Contributions

In this chapter, we provide the following contributions:

• We address and analyze the main problems raised by using the existing HAS

algorithms in the context of prefetching-based P2P networks.

• We design two methodologies to make HAS algorithms more efficient in P2P

networks regardless of the ABR algorithm used, and without any change to

the ABR logic.

• Additionally, we introduce two new metrics to quantify the P2P efficiency for

ABR delivery over P2P. These two metrics are designed for the P2P overhead

in the first place.

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides the

proposed methodologies to enable the work of ABR algorithms in P2P networks.

Section 4.3 presents the experimental evaluation and the new metrics. The method-

ologies are evaluated in Section 4.4, under simulation and realistic scenarios.

4.2 Proposed solution: Response-Delay

In prefetching-based P2P systems, most of the ABR algorithms get confused by the

fast delivery of the video segments when they are downloaded and saved locally
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ahead of time. This issue can be addressed by making the ABR believe that such

segments were downloaded from CDN. Unfortunately, this requires tracking the

CDN bandwidth variation by the actual downloading of the video segments from

CDN, which is not the case when the P2P network is active. In this chapter, we

show that this issue, regardless of the type of ABR algorithm, can be solved by

adding the right delay to the responses before delivering the prefetched segments.

4.2.1 Principle

As stated in the Chapter 1, the main goal of our design is to make the video player

agnostic of the P2P network without touching the ABR or the video player logic

itself. To this end, we only influence the algorithm by adding a delay before returning

the requested segment. From the player point of view, this additional delay will

be interpreted as a longer download time of the segment (and by modulating it,

we change the effective download time as seen by the ABR logic). Acting as a

replacement for the HTTP stack of the player, Response-Delay has the advantage

of being generic to work with any video player and most ABR algorithms.

Response-Delay aims at preventing the undesired network variation feedback,

which leads to uncontrolled ABR decisions. Our goal then is to add a delay that

should:

1. Improve the playout continuity by eliminating the re-buffering events resulting

from the wrong P2P speed estimation.

2. Enhance the stability and the playback smoothness through reducing the

number and the amplitude of the quality switches when P2P is applied.

3. Keep a reasonably high average quality.

4. Use the P2P resources efficiently by increasing the P2P percentage and re-

ducing the number of unused P2P downloads due to prefetching.
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However, choosing the appropriate response delay is a question of compro-

mise. On one hand, too short delays make the ABR switch to high qualities that

the available bandwidth cannot support, leading to further rebuffering events. On

the other hand, too long delays can starve the player buffer and lead to undesirable

rebuffering events. It also makes the ABR falsely believe the available bandwidth is

low and switch to lower content qualities.

4.2.2 Response-Delay proposals

In this section, we present our two methodologies for response delay: a buffer-

based and a network-based, inspired by the two main classes of ABR algorithms.

4.2.2.1 Buffer-delay map (BufDel)

We first present BufDel, a buffer-based method inspired by the buffer-based ABR, in

which the bitrate is selected from lowest to highest as the buffer increases from low

level to the maximum level. Similarly, BufDel uses a continuous function to change

the delay as a function of the buffer occupancy. It calculates a delay d = f(Q) as

shown in Figure 4.1. This delay accelerates the buffer filling with segments when

the buffer level is low, whereas it decelerates when the buffer level grows to reach

the maximum target. As previously discussed, the delay should be bounded to

avoid having too long or too short delays, therefore dn = f(Qn) : Dmin < dn <

Dmax and Qmin < Qn < Qmax. The boundaries are chosen to be Dmin > 0 and

Dmax according to (4.4), where snp2p is the downloaded data from P2P and rn is

the segment average bitrate. We chose τ , the segment durtion, for the delay upper

bound as long delays are undesired and may cause rebuffering, or even lead the
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)

Figure 4.1: The buffer-delay map used for response delay

ABR to quality down switches.

Dmax =
snp2p

rn
≤ τ (4.1)

In addition, BufDel needs to monitor the player’s buffer level, which in Web en-

vironment is done by monitoring the <video> element without modifying the video

player.

4.2.2.2 Network delay (NetDel)

Our second approach, NetDel, is a network-based method calculating the delay as

a function of the available measured bandwidth. To do so, NetDel must take both

CDN and P2P contributions into account. P2P and CDN measurements cannot

be aggregated because CDN and P2P traffic are generally not simultaneous; in

our model, CDN is only used when P2P cannot support the selected bitrate. In

(4.2), we consider the highest bandwidth between CDN and P2P, which would be
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the most appropriate way to determine the available bandwidth for several reasons.

First, it has the advantage of being more resilient to obsolete measurements of

CDN bandwidth. Second, the measurements of CDN bandwidth are not taken into

account in cases of small byte-range requests, as they are usually unstable and

inaccurate in that situation. And lastly, this approach works as a CDN/P2P link

switcher targeting the highest measured bandwidth; thus, driving the ABR to pick a

higher quality that can be sustained via the highest bandwidth.

targetBw = max(bwcdn, bwp2p). (4.2)

We show how to calculate the delay in (4.3). The segments with different sizes

will be delivered with different delays to ensure that the ABR can detect that, for the

same quality, the bigger segments need more time to be downloaded than shorter

ones. Furthermore, we upper bound the segment delay to the segment duration; if

not doing so, undesired playback pausing or emergency track switches may occur

while waiting for the segment to be delivered.

dn =
snp2p

targetBw
≤ τ (4.3)

dn =
Dmax −Dmin

Bmax −Bmin
∗ (Qn −Qmin) +Dmin (4.4)

There are cases where the last P2P and CDN throughput measurements are

lower than the bitrate of the next prefetched segment. In this case, and according to

Equation 4.2), the ABR may underestimate the bandwidth and, consequently, down

switch the current quality. If the next segment is prefetched in higher quality, it is

preferable to prevent the quality down switch and try to keep requesting the same
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quality by controlling the response delay to (4.5).

dn =
snp2p

max(targetBw, rn)
(4.5)

4.2.3 Applying Response-Delay

This section discusses when to use the Response-Delay, precisely, which segments

should be delayed. We modify the logic presented in Algorithm 3.2 to be compatible

with response delay, as shown in Algorithm 4.1.

Algorithm 4.1 Orchestrator logic with response delay
1: n← the player requested segment
2: st[n] ∈ S : S = {AC,AC,A} ← cached segment state
3: if st[n] = AC then
4: if time needed before delivering the segment then
5: tdw = dn . Response-Delay
6: else
7: tdw = δ
8: end if
9: else if st[n] = AC then

10: dataRange = Sn − downloadedDatan
11: sendCdnRequest(dataRange)
12: if time needed before delivering the segment then
13: tdw = tcdn + dn . Response-Delay
14: else
15: tdw = δ + tcdn
16: end if
17: else if st[n] = A then
18: sendCdnRequest(Sn)
19: tdw = tcdn
20: end if
21: wait for tdw to get and deliver the segment
22: return Sn

First, from Chapter 3, we recall some notations about the availability of the seg-

ment in the P2P cache. These segments have three possible states: available and

completed (AC), available but not completed (AC) or not available (A). Obviously,
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all theAC should be delayed before being sent to the player (line 5 in Algorithm 4.1).

Similarly, CDN segments (nothing prefetched) are already delayed by the speed of

CDN connection and will be delivered immediately once they are downloaded (line

11 in Algorithm 4.1). But hybrid segments, which are downloaded from both CDN

and P2P, are handled differently (line 13 in Algorithm 4.1). Peer-Agent will wait for a

time tcdn to have these segments completed before delaying the P2P part with the

time dn.

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

4.3.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance, we use the model described earlier in Section 3.3.1.

We simulate one peer pool of 10 peers, which is a good representative of the ac-

tual peer pool size for mesh-based systems. The peers exchange the same video

content of 300 segments of 2-second length each and encoded in 6 different bi-

trates: 0.59, 1.032, 1.54, 2.13, 3.078, and 4.219 (Mbps). The client model includes

a video player, which consecutively requests the video segments according to Al-

gorithm 3.1. For the player parameters: the maximum buffer capacity is set to 30

seconds, the playback rate is set to one (nominal playback speed). Both of the

playback startup and the re-buffering thresholds are set to one video segment. The

peers join the video session successively every 15 seconds. The first peer starts

the session by connecting to the CDN, then the other participating peers connect-

ing to both CDN and P2P links. To guarantee a fair comparison, we set all peers

to experience the same upload and download bandwidth variations and initiate the

session from the same starting point (identical network throughput at first segment

request). Later in Section 4.4.5, we evaluate our proposal using some publicly avail-

able 3G sets of real bandwidth traces [91]. These traces have been used a lot in
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Figure 4.2: Example of the selected bandwidth profiles

the literature to study and compare the used ABR algorithms. Figure 4.2, shows an

example of the used traces, selected to show the normal bandwidth variations and

fewer outages duration, corresponding to direct throughput measurements from a

bus, a train, and a car. Also, to illustrate some different ABR challenges, we use

some controlled bandwidth traces, as later shown in sections 4.4.1 to 4.4.4.

4.3.2 Evaluation Metrics

In the following evaluation, we rely on some QoE metrics, presented in Chapter

2. These metrics are average bitrate, stability, smoothness, continuity, and consis-

tency of the streaming.

This whole work pertaining to the P2P systems, we must complement the QoE

evaluation with the overall P2P system performance in terms of the efficient usage
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of the P2P and CDN resources. Indeed, P2P systems should not be considered

good systems unless they can reduce the CDN requests and the P2P overhead as

much as possible. In order to measure this, we introduce three new metrics: P2P

Offload, Peer Efficiency, and Peer Pool Efficiency. We first introduce the metric P2P

Offload, as calculated in (4.6), which indicates the cost-effectiveness in terms of the

CDN usage; i.e., the less data downloaded from CDN, the better P2P offload.

P2POffload = 1− 1

N

N∑
n=1

s[n]cdn
S[n]

(4.6)

As previously mentioned, the inaccurate prefetching process results in ineffi-

cient usage of P2P resources. P2P segments, denoted as K, may be prefetched

in m different qualities. However, only one quality will be useful and requested by

the player, while the other m − 1 qualities are overhead and useless for the peer.

Nevertheless, some of these unused segments might be requested by other peers,

and the rest is not used by any of the peers. We denote s[k]p2p the P2P data of

the useful quality, s[k]p2p the P2P data of all the useless qualities for one peer that

other peers use and s[k]
p2p

the P2P data of all the useless qualities of one peer

that are unused by any of the peers. Therefore, the total P2P data per segment k

is measured as it is shown in (4.7).

P2P [k] = s[k]p2p + s[k]p2p + s[k]
p2p

(4.7)

The Peer Efficiency, as calculated in (4.8), reports the average useful P2P data

over the total P2P data of K segments. And the last P2P metric, Peer-Pool-

Efficiency, is the average of the reused P2P data over the total P2P data, for K
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P2P segments as shown in (4.9).

PeerEfficiency =
1

K

K∑
k=1

s[k]p2p
P2P [k]

(4.8)

PeerPoolEfficiency =
1

K

K∑
k=1

s[k]p2p
P2P [k]

(4.9)

4.4 Results and discussions

We now study the performances of four state of the art ABR algorithms: BBA,

BOLA, PANDA and CONVENTIONAL (denoted as CONV ). We consider four sce-

narios: CDN-only is the normal CDN-based streaming with no P2P streaming,

NoDel is a normal hybrid CDN/P2P streaming without applying any of the Response-

Delay methods. BufDel is a hybrid CDN/P2P scenario using the BufDel approach

described in part 4.2.2.1 and the last scenario NetDel is a hybrid CDN/P2P sce-

nario using the NetDel method described in part 4.2.2.2.

4.4.1 Non-conservative throughput-based algorithms

We begin the analysis with the non-conservative throughput-based ABR algorithms,

and we pick CONVENTIONAL as an example. The non-conservative algorithms

are sensitive to any change in the viewing conditions; they choose the bitrates

aggressively by following the measured bandwidth closely.

Figure 4.3 compares, side by side, the bitrate selection and the buffer levels of

CONVENTIONAL for the NoDel, BufDel and NetDel scenarios. We are confronted

with an important problem: the ABR over-estimating the bandwidth, whenever a

P2P segment is fetched directly from P2P cache. In consequence, the ABR keeps

requesting the highest quality for some time before re-adapting again. This behav-
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(f) Buffer level for NetDel

Figure 4.3: Conventional’s bitrate selection and buffer level for NoDel, BufDel, Net-
Del scenarios
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ior is particularly risky when the current bandwidth can not sustain this quality, as

shown in Figure 4.3a, resulting in depleting the playout buffer to a low level, causing

re-buffering, as clearly shown in Figure 4.3b.

Moving to Figures 4.3c and 4.3d, it is clearly notable that BufDel does not help

that much with this problem. In particular, BufDel works fine until the buffer level

drops to a lower value, and some P2P segments are fetched from the P2P cache

(looking at 10s, 270s in the same figures). Because these segments are still deliv-

ered fast from P2P cache, repeating the same behavior as we just discussed with

NoDel case.

As opposed to NoDel and BufDel, NetDel avoids this issue by adapting the

delay to the actual bandwidth, as shown in Figure 4.3e. The same figure shows

that NetDel downloads more segments from P2P; it gives the system more time

to prefetch data and complete segments from other peers. Whereas with BufDel,

segments are delivered rapidly when the buffer level is low, leaving no time to finish

the downloading of the next segments from P2P on time.

Also, it should be noted that when the rebuffering occurs more frequently, it

causes longer playout time, which explains why the client with NoDel and BufDel

finishes the playback after 1000s nearly (Figures 4.3a, 4.3b, 4.3c and 4.3d), while

with NetDel the client plays continuously and finishes after 600s (Figures 4.3e and

4.3f).

4.4.2 Conservative throughput-based algorithms

In contrast to non-conservative algorithms, the conservative throughput-based al-

gorithms, such as PANDA, adapt to the estimated bandwidth gradually, i.e., wait for

some time before switching the video quality. This improves the playback stability

but at the cost of lower quality.

PANDA is known to be resilient against the varying bandwidth, and this is still
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(d) Buffer level for BufDel
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(e) Bitrate selection for NetDel
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(f) Buffer level for NetDel

Figure 4.4: PANDA’s bitrate selection and buffer level for NoDel, BufDel, NetDel
scenarios
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the case when P2P segments are delivered fast from the P2P cache. Looking at

Figures 4.4a and 4.4b, it is obvious that PANDA smooths the bandwidth estimation

gradually and adapts to the smoothed bandwidth accordingly.

BufDel causes a different problem in terms of bandwidth underestimation. The

selected bitrate is clearly lower for BufDel when looking at Figure 4.4c, especially

when the buffer level is close to Qmax, which is equal to 26 seconds in this ex-

ample. According to (4.4), these P2P segments are delivered nearly at the av-

erage rate, which makes PANDA lose tracking the actual bandwidth and only re-

quests the same quality for a long time; until receiving some CDN segments,

when it re-adapts again. Interestingly, this problem may also happen with the non-

conservative throughput algorithms; however, they recover faster whenever a new

CDN segment is downloaded.

With NetDel, it is notable that this problem does not exist, but another arrives.

PANDA uses a mix of P2P and CDN measurements, according to (4.2). When the

P2P is activated, no requests will be sent to the CDN for some time, which keeps

NetDel with the old measurements of the CDN. This is not a problem when the

P2P is good enough to handle the situation, but in a scenario (as the one shown

in Figure 4.4e) where the measured P2P bandwidth and the last measured CDN

bandwidth are both low, NetDel aims a lower bandwidth, making the ABR degrade

the quality as well. This behavior persists as long as the current P2P bandwidth is

low and the requested segments are delivered from the P2P cache.

4.4.3 Buffer-based algorithms

We now evaluate buffer based algorithms, illustrated with only BBA algorithm in this

section; as BOLA showed the same issues.

In opposition to throughput-based algorithms, buffer-based algorithms are usu-

ally more resilient to rebuffering since they make the ABR decision based on the
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(c) Bitrate selection for BufDel
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(d) Buffer level for BufDel
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(e) Bitrate selection for NetDel
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(f) Buffer level for NetDel

Figure 4.5: BBA’s bitrate selection and buffer level for NoDel, BufDel, NetDel sce-
narios
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Figure 4.6: Example of quality switches with BBA

buffer occupancy directly. For NoDel, this fact is confirmed again with BBA algo-

rithm, as Figure 4.5b shows.

Nevertheless, this class of algorithms is usually vulnerable to quality switches.

We take a sample from Figure 4.5a, to illustrate the quality switching issue as shown

in Figure 4.6, The BBA buffer thresholds are 13.4, 15.38, 17.93, 22.04, and 26.99

seconds. At time 23.49s, the buffer level is 10.18s, and the player receives 4 sec-

onds of two consecutive P2P segments of 0.59Mbps. The buffer then grows to

14.09s, crossing the threshold at which the player switches to 1.032 Mbps. The

next two segments of 1.032 Mbps are not available in the P2P cache, so they are

downloaded from CDN, and it takes almost 7.1s to be completed. Meanwhile, the

buffer depletes to 10.96s, crossing the threshold and switching back to 0.59Mbps.

Thus, the cycle repeats whenever P2P segments are received fast while the actual

bandwidth can not sustain the quality up switches.
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We observe from Figure 4.5c that BufDel does not help avoid these oscillations.

Indeed, when BufDel detects a low buffer level, it accelerates the delivery of P2P

segments, making the buffer level cross the switching thresholds back and forth

again. Contrary to NoDel and BufDel, NetDel avoids this issue by adjusting the

delivery rate of P2P segments to the current bandwidth measurements, but at the

cost of a lower bitrate (see Figure 4.5e and 4.5f).

4.4.4 Results with normal high network profiles

Besides the varying bandwidth conditions, we herein study the proposed methods

under good viewing conditions. We repeat the same scenario for all the used ABR

algorithms, replacing only the bandwidth profile with another one where the band-

width is high enough to sustain the highest two qualities.

Starting with CONV algorithm, Figures 4.7c and 4.7d indicate that fast delivery

of P2P segments does not seem to be a problem with NoDel any more. With the

high bandwidth, it rather improves both QoE and the P2P efficient usage compared

to CDN-only (Figures 4.7a and 4.7b); since all peers have enough bandwidth to

watch and exchange higher qualities with other peers. However, BufDel still suffers

the same issue of the ABR selecting the same quality for a long time. This issue

reappears in Figure 4.7e as long as the P2P segments are prefetched and delivered

at nearly the same average bitrate for long time; this stabilizes the ABR feedback,

resulting in selecting the same bitrate. With NetDel, looking at Figure 4.7g, we can

see that the bitrate selection follows the bandwidth variations closely, sacrificing the

QoE in terms of less average rate and higher track switches comparing to NoDel

scenario.

For PANDA, the bitrate selection for both BufDel and NetDel shows that the re-

sponse delay does not have a significant effect on the conservative behavior of this

algorithm (Figures 4.8e and 4.8g). In both cases, PANDA estimates and smooths
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Figure 4.7: CONV’s bitrate selection and buffer level for NoDel, BufDel, NetDel
scenarios with a normal high trace
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(g) Bitrate selection for NetDel
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Figure 4.8: PANDA’s bitrate selection and buffer level for NoDel, BufDel, NetDel
scenarios with a normal high trace
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the bandwidth to pick a fair quality. It stays patient and does not switch up immedi-

ately, it rather waits until it guarantees the bandwidth stability, then it switches up to

the highest track. With NoDel (Figure 4.8c), we observe that PANDA stays on the

highest bitrate for a longer time that CDN-only (Figure 4.8a), and we see that most

of the video segments are requested and downloaded from P2P network. Although

this behavior is fine from QoE perspectives, it breaks the conservative design of

PANDA behavior; by over-estimating the bandwidth. Here, all the P2P segments

are delivered directly from the P2P cache leading to an almost infinite bandwidth

estimation. PANDA sees this estimation high and fair enough to select the highest

quality and keep it for the whole P2P segments.

Finally, the buffer-based algorithms, represented with BBA, show good per-

formances under good bandwidth conditions. With NoDel, the P2P link is good

enough to keep filling the P2P cache with the required segments, so the video

player receives segments from P2P cache as soon as it requests them. Conse-

quently, the ABR can always aim at the highest quality as long as the buffer level

is above the threshold at which it decides to request the highest quality (see Fig-

ures 4.9c and 4.9d). Whereas in CDN-only, it takes some time to download the

video segments form CDN which leads to buffer level and bitrate fluctuations (Fig-

ures 4.9a and 4.9b). Unfortunately, in the case of good viewing conditions, using

response delay does not seem to be a good choice. Logically, creating some delay

before returning the segments has the drawback of consuming the buffered content

for some time. As we mentioned earlier, the buffer level algorithms are sensitive to

small changes in the buffer levels since it works by dividing the buffer into areas for

each bitrate. Thus, using response delay may risk crossing down the high thresh-

old and switching down to a lower quality. This explains the few quality switches for

both BufDel and NetDel in Figures 4.9e and 4.9g, due to the dropping in the buffer

levels as shown in the buffer graphs for the proposed methods (Figures 4.9f and
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4.9h).

4.4.5 All metrics evaluation

In this section, we provide a comparison between the different scenarios by evalu-

ating the performance in terms of the metrics presented in Chapter 2. Starting with

classic QoE metrics, then metrics of interest for P2P performance.

All results are averaged over all peers and all different 3G traces except for P2P

metrics, for which the first peer, which is connected to CDN link only, is excluded.

4.4.5.1 QoE metrics

Starting with the average rate metric, shown in Figure 4.10, both BufDel and NetDel

show improvements on the average quality compared to the CDN-only scenario.

For buffer-based (BBA and BOLA) and non-conservative throughput algorithms

(CONVENTIONAL), BufDel achieves higher average bitrate compared to NetDel,

which is foreseen as discussed in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3). In fact, BufDel works

negatively with the low buffer levels by accelerating the delivery from P2P cache,

leading to over-estimating the bandwidth and affecting the responsiveness of these

algorithms. For PANDA, we see the discussion of Section 4.4.2 in numbers; NoDel

has a higher average rate compared to both BufDel and NetDel. Again, because of

the bandwidth over-estimation, which breaks the conservativeness of PANDA.

The stability is a major issue for buffer-based algorithms, as stated in Chapter

2. We see in Figure 4.11 that NetDel manages to further stabilize the ABR algo-

rithms, especially BBA and BOLA. It achieves better than BufDel, and as good as

the CDN-only case for these algorithms. CONVENTIONAL is a special case: it is

more sensitive to the bandwidth changes, and since we have the problem of over-

estimating the bandwidth, we can see that NoDel selects higher bitrates compared
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(d) Buffer level for NoDel
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(e) Bitrate selection for BufDel
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(f) Buffer level for BufDel
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(g) Bitrate selection for NetDel
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(h) Buffer level for NetDel

Figure 4.9: BBA’s bitrate selection and buffer level for NoDel, BufDel, NetDel sce-
narios with a normal high trace
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to BufDel and NetDel.

We observe the same result for smoothness (the amplitude between the quality

switches), as Figure 4.12 shows: the transitions between the video qualities are al-

most as smooth as those using CDN-only, and NetDel is slightly better than BufDel

since the latter triggers the fast delivery and bandwidth over-estimation issues, in

particular when the buffer level is low. The most notable improvement is gained

for CONVENTIONAL, which mostly switches between the highest and the lowest

bitrates when it is confused by P2P segments (in NoDel), and NetDel correct this

behaviour by ajusting the bandwidth estimation.

For consistency (Figure 4.13) and continuity (Figure 4.14), all algorithms for all

scenarios gain the same score except for CONVENTIONAL, where NetDel regis-

ters a significant improvement (up to 55% for continuity and 30% and consistency)

to the normal P2P scenario; this is a direct consequence of resolving the bandwidth

over-estimation issue as already discussed.

4.4.5.2 P2P metrics

Regarding the P2P metrics, NetDel shows better improvement on the P2P Offload,

as shown in Figure 4.15, compared to NoDel and BufDel. Looking at Figure 4.16,

we can see that both BufDel and NetDel have better results on the peer efficiency

compared to NoDel for BBA, BOLA, and PANDA, with NetDel being the best. How-

ever, for CONVENTIONAL, this metric is lower than NoDel; since with NoDel, CON-

VENTIONAL does not often switch between qualities but rather stays longer at

the highest quality leading to less quality switches-related overhead, which in turn

means a higher peer efficiency. The same result is observed for Peer Pool Effi-

ciency metric as seen by Figure 4.17. NetDel shows a better sharing of the over-

head segments to other peers for all the ABRs except CONVENTIONAL (again, for

the same reason of less overhead due to quality switches).
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Figure 4.10: QoE metrics: average rate
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Figure 4.11: QoE metrics: stability
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Figure 4.12: QoE metrics: smoothness
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Figure 4.13: QoE metrics: consistency
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Figure 4.14: QoE metrics: continuity
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Figure 4.15: P2P metrics: offload
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Figure 4.16: P2P metrics: peer efficiency
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Figure 4.17: P2P metrics: peer pool efficiency

4.4.6 Commercial Service Trials

To verify our work with unknown ABR algorithms, we tested the two proposed

methodologies in existing commercial streaming services, thanks to STREAMROOT

technology providing the P2P backend. The trials were conducted with various

HTML5 video players implementing their own, different and unknown ABR algo-

rithms. The scenarios CDN-only and NoDel were omitted in these trials because of

their bad P2P efficiency and QoE drawbacks on the users and the customers, they

are not suitable for commercial services. Therefore, we could not do the tests for

CDN-ONLY and NoDel, we only compare the BufDel and NetDel with what we ob-

served in our simulations. We launched the test for one day, with an overall range of

5k to 15k concurrent peers participating. The service provider used 3 different live

streams, segmented into 10-second segments, and encoded in a different set of

bitrates: [2.2, 1.2, 0.94, 0.446], [1, 0.796, 0.446] and [1.248, 0.698, 0.348] (Mbps).
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Table 4.1: Commercial Service Trials

Metric
Method

BufDel NetDel

Avg rate (Mbps) 1.183 1.173

Avg track switches (CPM) 0.117 0.115

Avg rebuffering events (CPM) 0.088 0.094

Rebuffering Duration (s) 6.75 6.43

P2P offload % 46.50 46.55

In this comparison, and to ease the data collection, we used some common pro-

duction metrics, collected per 2 minutes intervals, and averaged over the whole

session. These metrics are the average rate in Mbps, the average number of qual-

ity switches per minute (CPM), the average number of experienced re-buffering

events per minute (CPM), the average re-buffering duration, and the ratio of the

useful P2P data over the total downloaded data. Table 4.1 shows the comparison

of BufDel and NetDel regarding these metrics. The overall results show that NetDel

is slightly better in terms of quality switches and P2P efficiency. It also has a lower

re-buffering duration but with a slightly higher number of re-buffering events. On the

other hand, BufDel increases the average bitrate (per minute), and it stays longer

on the highest quality; this is consistent with our simulation results.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied and discussed the main problems related to the usage

of existing ABR algorithms in hybrid CDN/P2P networks, a study which, to the

best of our knowledge, was never done before. We also introduced Response-

Delay, a novel algorithm ensuring the compatibility of existing ABR algorithms with

prefetching-based P2P networks, without any changing to the ABR algorithms. Our
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results show that Response-Delay enables using the different ABR algorithms in

P2P networks while keeping a good QoE and P2P efficiency. Both simulation and

realistic tests show that choosing between the two approaches of Response-Delay

is a trade-off: NetDel is recommended for a cost-efficient (more P2P), stable and

smooth streaming, whereas BufDel is recommended when the average quality is

more important than the cost-efficiency and the stability of the streaming; though we

encourage using NetDel as it achieves a better QoE-P2P efficiency trade-off. Yet,

both Bufel and NetDel treat only the fast delivery issue of P2P segments, but do not

check if this delay leads the ABR to switch to another quality than the cached one.

Chapter 6 will discuss using Response-Delay approach in a smarter way, aiming to

improve prefetching and drive the player ABR towards selecting the already cached

segments. Towards this end, Chapter 5 proposes to learn the ABR algorithm’s

behavior to be able to predict the bitrate decision given the response delay. Then

Chapter 6 uses the bitrate prediction model to optimize the response delay.
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Chapter 5

Adaptive BitRate prediction using

supervised learning algorithms

5.1 Introduction

Video delivery networks, such as CDN and P2P, have adopted prefetching tech-

niques to better use available resources. These techniques consist of loading data

into either local or remote caches before the user requests it. With ABR streaming,

these techniques may face some obstacles, especially with the client-based adap-

tation logic that leaves the bitrate decision to the end-user (as explained in Chapter

2). In this design, the clients usually run an ABR algorithm to sequentially select

the best quality according to the available bandwidth. The prefetching techniques,

which download video segments ahead of time, may end up wasting resources by

downloading segments of a certain quality that is different from what the ABR will

request later. Furthermore, for P2P streaming, it takes some time to find peers who

have the new segments and may cost downloading these segments from CDN.

Thus, knowing the ABR qualities at the prefetching level will be valuable as it saves

time and resources.
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In Chapter 4, we proposed Response-Delay, a method to solve the issue of

the instant delivery of P2P segments from the local cache. Response-Delay sug-

gests creating a delay before delivering these segments to the player. Although

this method improves the QoE and the P2P performance, it does not take the P2P

cache status into account. The created segment delay will lead the ABR to select a

certain quality. It would be preferable to check if this quality exists in the P2P cache

or another cached quality for the next segment, which is higher than what the ABR

would select. Hence, the first step towards this goal is to predict the quality that will

be selected due to the segment delay.

In the layered HAS and P2P stack implementation, the video player is integrated

on top of the P2P stack, replacing the HTTP stack as a transport layer (as men-

tioned in Chapter 1). The ABR logic is completely closed source and unknown to

the P2P stack, which means the prefetching technique can not directly know the

ABR decisions in advance.

For the reason, in this chapter, we try to learn the ABR behavior and predict its

decision without any knowledge about the ABR itself.

The first thing that comes to mind when mentioning learning any system’s be-

havior is Machine Learning (ML) techniques. Indeed, ML and other control tech-

niques have shown to be promising in many research fields, and video streaming is

not an exception. In the context of enhancing the video streaming, ML algorithms

have been used in different approaches like CDN caching[93], ML-based ABR so-

lutions [94], video traffic classification [95] and of course the wide application of

ML-based video coding [96]. Learning the ABR decision fits more into Supervised

Learning (SL). SL enables learning from past observations to predict future events,

which is the main task of ABR. Therefore, mixing these two approaches is a logical

choice.

In light of this debate, in this chapter, we build an ABR agnostic model that pre-
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dicts the ABR decisions giving only well-defined measured variables (e.g., band-

width, buffer level, etc). This model is the first step towards designing an ABR-

aware prefetching and P2P-friendly bitrate selection, which is the main objective of

Chapter 5. We choose some of the well-known supervised classifiers to predict the

bitrate decision of ABR algorithm. To validate that our work is ABR agnostic, we

first test the models on six well-known state-of-the-art ABR algorithms. Then, we

predict the bitrate decision of three commercial, completely unknown, and closed-

source algorithms using real datasets collected from both VoD and Live sessions.

5.1.1 Prior work

In Chapter 2, we classified the ABR algorithms into four main classes: buffer-based,

throughput-based, hybrid-buffer-throughput-based and control-based class.

Even if they differ in their deep decision logic, most of the state-of-the-art ABR

algorithms rely on heuristic observations as inputs to optimize the bitrate selection

of the next segments. These inputs are usually the bandwidth measurements (e.g.,

TCP throughput and the download time as seen by the application-layer), the buffer

dynamics (e.g., the buffer occupancy and the maximum buffer size mainly), the

segment characteristics (e.g., size, duration, and encoding bitrate) and in some

cases the device capabilities (e.g., CPU usage, memory, playback speed). Authors

in [19] provide an extensive survey on different ABR schemes. Interestingly, they

show that the majority of the client-based adaptation schemes rely on bandwidth

and/or buffer heuristics. Besides, few algorithms use information about the segment

characteristics and device capabilities.

As previously mentioned, the research in adaptive streaming is shifting towards

machine learning and optimization control. ML and ABR intersect at the point of

learning from heuristic observations and predicting future decisions. In this con-

text, some prior works tackled the adaptation problem from another point of view
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by not proposing a new algorithm from scratch but improving the existing ones us-

ing ML algorithms. In their work [97], authors proposed a model, called MLASH,

that uses an additional set of features to train a random-forest classifier to improve

the prediction accuracy of some ABR algorithms. However, MLASH uses some

information, True information as referred, from the ABR algorithms. Besides, we

are not aware of any work that implements MLASH on the control-based ABR or

any experiments with realistic VoD and Live datasets. A similar work [98] uses

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) to predict a client-side Scalable Video Coding

(SVC)-based bit-rate adaptation using a set of heuristic attributes (e.g., buffer and

throughput variables.). Although they compare different ML algorithms and perform

good trace-based evaluation, the proposed model tackles only the SVC-based al-

gorithms, and we are not aware of any work that extends to the classic heuristic

and control-based ABR algorithms.

5.1.2 Contributions

The contributions of this chapter are the following:

1. We present a simple SL-based approach to predict the bitrate decision of

any ABR algorithm, without any prior knowledge about the ABR itself. This

model helps designing an ABR-aware prefetching and making P2P-friendly

ABR decisions (as we will see in Chapter 5).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: the bitrate selection is for-

mulated as a classification problem in Section 5.2. The experimental setup is

described in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 discusses the performance of the different

classifiers.
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5.2 Bitrate selection classification problem

ABR bitrate prediction can be formulated as a multiclass classification problem,

where the different classes represent the different encoding bitrates. The model

then tries to map the set of the input features to the possible bitrate. The first

step of solving this ML problem is to define the features needed to predict the ABR

bitrate. As stated earlier, most ABR algorithms use a set or a subset of network,

buffer, or segment variables. In our study, and to keep the model generic, we will

use the following set of features:

1. Buffer Level (s): the buffer occupancy when requesting the segment, which is

usually available on most video players’ public APIs.

2. Bandwidth (bps): the TCP throughput as seen by the application layer after

downloading the segment, which is simply measured by computing the data

downloaded (segment size here) over the download time.

3. Previous Bandwidth (bps): the throughput measured when downloading the

previous segment; this information is used in different algorithms for smooth-

ing the bandwidth estimation; or when the current estimation is not available

as is the case with some buffer-based algorithms.

4. Download Time (s): the segment download time.

5. Previous Bitrate (bps): the bitrate of the previously selected segment, as used

by the majority of ABR algorithms to take the bitrate smoothness into account.

Some other features can be included in the bitrate selection problem, such

as RTT, moving average bandwidth over n segments, rewards when ML-based

or control-based ABR are used, processing power, packet loss, some network-

assisted information, etc. Nonetheless, some of these parameters require some in-

formation about the ABR algorithm beforehand (e.g., the value of n and the reward),
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which conflicts with the core idea of our proposal of being ABR agnostic. Moreover,

other metrics strongly depend on the device capabilities, and generalizing these

metrics over different users is of our interest in future work.

As our features have a wide range of values, we rescale the above-mentioned

features, using Min-Max scaler, where all features will be transformed into the range

[0,1]. Then, we build our dataset matrix of pairs of M inputs (features) and output

(label) over N instances (video segments in our context). For training and test-

ing, we perform stratified K-Folds Cross-Validation with K = 10, where the data is

further split into K different subsets (or folds). The folds are made by preserving

the percentage of samples for each class. Then, K − k folds are used to train

the model, whereas the subset k is left as test data. The model results are then

averaged against each of the folds and tested after against the Test set.

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To validate our model’s performance, in this section, we use a wide set of datasets

from simulation and real-life cases.

Starting with simulation, we used six classic ABR algorithms: BBA [29], BOLA

[31], CONVENTIONAL [25], PANDA [25], FESTIVE [27] and Robust MPC [99].

These algorithms are quite famous in the adaptive video streaming domain, and

they are frequently used in the literature. We implemented all these algorithms us-

ing the MATLAB-based model presented in Chapter 3, except for Robust MPC, for

which we used an existing Python-based implementation available as part of Pen-

sieve 1. The statistics were collected from 10 users who were watching the same

content and experiencing different bandwidth profiles. The bandwidth profiles were

chosen from some publicly available sets of real 3G [91], and 4G [100] bandwidth
1Available at https://github.com/hongzimao/pensieve
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traces so that the performance could be evaluated in highly dynamic adaptive sce-

narios. For the video content, we chose Red Bull Play Streets video from DASH

Dataset2, one-hour duration, segmented into 2-second segments and encoded at

six different bitrates: 0.3, 0.7, 1.19, 1.99, 2.99 and 4.981 Mbps.

For realistic datasets, and to validate our work with unknown ABR algorithms,

we collected the stats from commercial streaming services using STREAMROOT

technology providing the P2P backend. The trials were conducted with various

HTML5 video players implementing their own, different ABR algorithms, where

some information like the buffer level can be accessed through DOM independently

from the ABR implementation. Three commercial service providers, referred as

S1, S2, S3, were chosen randomly, and for each, the data was collected from an

overall range of 5k to 10k concurrent peers. The service provider used different live

and VoD streams, so we built two datasets, one for VoD and one for Live sessions,

each with up to 40000 instances.

We performed our experiments with the following ML algorithms: Logistic Re-

gression (LGS), Support Vector Machine (SVM) [101], Random Forest (RF) [102],

Decision Tree (DT) [103], Ada Boost (AdBst)[104], Gradient Boost (GrdBst)[105],

Naive Bayes (NB) [106], K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)[107]. For their implementa-

tion and measurement, we used Scikit-Learn package [108] on a Linux machine

(Ubuntu 20.04 LTS), with processor Intel R© CoreTM i7-8665U, running 8 cores at

1.90GHz with 16 GB RAM.

Solving the machine learning problem usually starts with an important step:

figuring how the used features are relevant to the model’s output. Every feature in

the dataset is represented by a column in the feature matrix which is used in training

and testing the model. Thus, all features will have an impact on the output, and

irrelevant features will have a negative impact on the output. In our ABR problem,
2Available at: https://dash.itec.aau.at/download/
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feature importance is even more important since it reveals the nature of the used

ABR algorithm, or the class to which the ABR belongs; more information is provided

in Sections 5.4.1.1 and 5.4.2.1.

For the model evaluation, it is common in classification problems to use some

known metrics (e.g., accuracy, precision, recall) [109] to evaluate models. The

prediction accuracy metric reports how many classes are predicted correctly out of

the total prediction samples. The precision looks at the proportion of samples that

actually belong to a class out of the total samples that are predicted as belonging

to this class. Lastly, Recall describes the proportion of correctly assigned samples

to a class out of all the samples that are actually belonging to this class.

Many works recommend that using accuracy only is not enough. Depending

on the application, one metric may be favored over the other. Taking our bitrate

selection problem, if the purpose is to check, for any given bitrate, how often it

was truly predicted out of all the total predictions of this class, then precision is the

metric that should be taken into account. On the other hand, if the goal is to assure

that the actual classes are truly predicted then recall is the preferred metric.

5.4 Results and discussion

In this section, we present and discuss our results, starting with the simulated ABR

algorithms over the simulation datasets. Then we move to the realistic datasets, to

show the predictability of the unknown commercial ABR algorithms.
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Figure 5.1: Feature importance for the selected ABR algorithms

5.4.1 Simulation-based datasets

5.4.1.1 Feature importance

We start with the feature importance using Random Forest Mean Decrease in Im-

purity (MDI), presented in Fig. 5.1. The previous bitrate feature is noticeably dom-

inating the decision of the selected ABR algorithms; this acknowledges how much

smoothness is important in the bitrate decision for these algorithms. Additionally,

with feature importance, we can infer the nature of the ABR: the buffer-based al-

gorithms (BBA and BOLA) show high importance of the buffer level feature over

the network features, while the throughput-based algorithms (CONVENTIONAL,

PANDA, and FESTIVE) give higher importance to the bandwidth and the download

time features. Finally, we can see that R-MPC, which is a hybrid control-based algo-

rithm, relies on all the selected features (buffer and network features) with different,

but close, percentages.
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Table 5.1: Classification accuracy (%) of ML classifiers on different ABR datasets

LGS SVM RF DT GrdBst AdBst NB KNN

BBA 46.97 87.71 99.63 99.60 99.82 41.36 87.55 85.84
BOLA 53.34 71.23 99.88 99.969 99.97 61.13 63.91 70.01
CONV 44.86 93.29 96.38 94.83 96.23 67.63 93.01 91.79
PANDA 41.05 97.22 98.37 95.79 97.37 65.95 97.13 95.42
FESTIVE 36.61 93.04 96.54 94.34 96.23 63.03 92.46 91.79
R-MPC 39.59 32.35 96.97 94.05 98.01 70.64 80.11 52.47

Table 5.2: Precision (%) of ML classifiers for simulation datasets

LGS SVM RF DT GrdBst AdBst NB KNN

BBA 90.95 91.43 99.84 99.84 99.84 32.00 92.72 96.46
BOLA 74.22 84.07 99.86 99.00 99.98 49.64 91.53 94.81
CONV 90.83 92.18 96.83 91.77 96.28 56.92 91.56 92.08
PANDA 90.08 97.88 98.18 96.05 97.72 56.34 97.59 97.28
FESTIVE 91.39 93.91 96.15 92.48 96.51 52.95 92.73 93.65
R-MPC 83.69 96.05 97.57 95.31 98.46 67.90 77.23 93.92

5.4.1.2 Metrics evaluation

We first evaluate the different classifiers based on the prediction accuracy as shown

in TABLE 5.1. We highlight RF and GrdBst as the best classifiers among the se-

lected ML classifiers, achieving the highest prediction accuracy for all the selected

ABR algorithms. For BBA and BOLA, this accuracy is more than 99%, with GrdBst

scoring slightly higher than RF (around 99.9%). With the throughput-based algo-

rithms, we notice a small decline in the overall accuracy for both RF and GrdBst,

which still show close scores (96-97%). Lastly, for control-based algorithms, repre-

sented by R-MPC, GrdBst scores the best accuracy, slightly higher than 98%.

From TABLE 5.2 and TABLE 5.3, which respectively present the precision and

recall metrics achieved with all the ML classifiers, we see that RF and GrdBst are

still achieving the best performance for most of the ABR algorithms. The best
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Table 5.3: Recall (%) of ML classifiers for simulation datasets

LGS SVM RF DT GrdBst AdBst NB KNN

BBA 86.50 94.63 99.85 99.69 99.85 55.21 91.41 96.93
BOLA 73.31 87.12 99.84 94.05 99.97 68.25 87.73 93.25
CONV 84.05 94.02 96.68 92.18 96.14 73.77 93.71 93.56
PANDA 86.35 98.01 98.17 97.24 97.71 84.05 98.01 98.16
FESTIVE 88.04 93.56 96.12 92.33 96.55 83.74 93.40 94.33
R-MPC 80.35 83.65 97.56 76.73 98.45 65.04 81.18 82.36

scores are obtained for buffer-based algorithms, with RF reaching a bit higher

than 99.8% (for both BBA and BOLA), while GrdBst reaches the same percentage

with BBA and even better with 99.98% for BOLA. Unfortunately, this good behavior

drops a bit with throughput-based algorithms: both RF and GrdBst score around

96% for CONVENTIONAL and FESTIVE. For PANDA, RF achieves 1% more than

GrdBst (98% to 97%). Oppositely, with Robust MPC, GrdBst is better than RF with

scores 98.4 to 97.5% to each respectively.

5.4.2 Realistic commercial-based datasets

5.4.2.1 Feature importance

As we mentioned earlier, the feature importance is noteworthy in this study since it

helps understand the type or the class of the used ABR algorithm. As previously

stated, the realistic datasets are collected from unknown ABR algorithms, and here,

we only try to guess how they behave without any prior ABR knowledge. The fea-

ture importance information, shown in Fig. 5.2, shows that all these commercial

ABR algorithms are more sensitive to the previous bitrate feature in the first place,

which reveals their smoothness preference. Also, apart from the VoD scenario

for S1, all the ABR algorithms rely on the throughput measurements for the cur-

rent and the last downloaded segment, which tells that these algorithms are more
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Figure 5.2: Feature importance for the unknown ABR gained from three commercial
services

throughput-based. Interestingly, the ABR of S1 seems to give higher importance

to the buffer level feature in VoD scenario. In contrary to LIVE cases, the buffer

size is usually bigger for VoD cases, hence the buffer thresholds are larger and the

client might consider a hybrid or a buffer-based ABR; this is for example the case

for DASH reference player, where the default ABR, DYNAMIC as referred [88], uses

a simple throughput-based algorithm called THROUGHPUT when the buffer levels

are low, and uses BOLA when the buffer levels are high.

5.4.2.2 Metrics evaluation

The classification accuracy of each ML algorithm for the different datasets is pre-

sented in TABLE 5.4. This table shows that RF, DT, and GrdBst perform the best

among the tested ML algorithms. For S1 (both Live and VoD), these three algo-

rithms achieve very high accuracy, slightly higher than 98%. For S2, RF and GrdBst
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Table 5.4: Classification accuracy (%) of ML classifiers on LIVE and VoD commer-
cial services datasets

LGS SVM RF DT GrdBst AdBst NB KNN
S1(LIVE) 83.37 93.57 98.30 98.06 98.24 61.69 97.86 98.06
S1(VoD) 84.64 96.43 98.29 97.99 97.26 98.31 98.83 98.67
S2(LIVE) 65.07 86.16 96.89 96.19 97.05 92.85 92.48 92.61
S2(VoD) 85.11 96.66 98.25 97.75 98.37 97.01 93.44 96.00
S3(LIVE) 88.90 88.93 96.26 94.75 96.84 87.17 90.84 95.42
S3(VoD) 84.27 84.28 96.57 95.86 95.04 87.79 95.12 96.35

perform even better than DT with an accuracy around 97% and 98% for Live and

VoD, respectively. Finally, S3, which has the highest number of quality levels (seven

qualities), for Live, we notice that RF and GrdBst achieve high accuracy again, with

GrdBst achieving slightly higher accuracy. With VoD, RF performs the best with an

accuracy of 96.5%, which is nearly 1% better than DT and GrdBst.

Before moving to precision and recall metrics, we present each of the three best

classifiers’ confusion matrix, in tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 for each commercial dataset.

The first column of each confusion matrix shows the True labels of the classes.

In our context, this column indicates the actual ABR decisions for the quality levels

(with class 0 representing the minimum bitrate). The first row presents the predicted

classes, which again represent the predicted ABR qualities.

Looking at these tables, we see that predicting the highest bitrate is almost

accurate. However, the medium bitrates are predicted with lower accuracy. This

behavior is seen with the third dataset S3, looking at 5.7, which has seven qualities.

This table shows that the highest bitrate is almost always predicted correctly, but

the classifiers suffer from falsely classifying the other bitrates. Even though, it is

interesting to see that RF does not fall below 90% for per-class correct prediction,

compared to 83% and 80% for DT and GrdBst, respectively.

Finally, we present precision and recall metrics in TABLE 5.8, which shows that
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Table 5.5: Confusion matrixes of RF, DT and GrdBst for the first commercial dataset

(a) RF for S1 (LIVE)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3 4

0 96.9 2.2 0.3 0.0 0.6
1 0.3 99.4 0.0 0.1 0.2
2 0.2 0.8 96.8 2.0 0.2
3 0.3 0.2 2.3 94.8 2.3
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 99.9

(b) RF for S1 (VoD)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3

0 99.1 0.6 0.0 0.3
1 1.6 94.6 3.1 0.7
2 0.0 1.2 95.9 2.9
3 0.0 0.0 0.2 99.8

(c) DT for S1 (LIVE)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3 4

0 96.3 2.5 0.3 0.3 0.6
1 0.3 98.3 0.7 0.5 0.2
2 0.0 1.0 94.5 4.5 0.0
3 0.1 0.3 3.1 94.0 2.4
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 99.8

(d) DT for S1 (VoD)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3

0 98.7 1.0 0.2 0.1
1 2.7 92.9 3.4 0.9
2 0.5 4.5 90.2 4.8
3 0.0 0.1 0.3 99.7

(e) GrdBst for S1 (LIVE)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3 4

0 96.3 3.1 0.0 0.3 0.3
1 0.3 98.6 0.8 0.1 0.2
2 0.0 1.2 96.0 2.7 0.2
3 0.2 0.6 2.8 94.4 2.0
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 99.9

(f) GrdBst for S1 (VoD)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3

0 99.2 0.6 0.1 0.2
1 2.6 93.4 3.3 0.7
2 0.0 3.9 93.2 2.9
3 0.0 0.0 0.2 99.8
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Table 5.6: Confusion matrixes of RF, DT and GrdBst for the second commercial
dataset

(a) RF for S2 (LIVE)

True Predicted Class

% 0 1 2 3

0 99.7 0.2 0.0 0.1
1 1.3 97.9 0.1 0.6
2 0.5 2.3 93.6 3.5
3 0.2 0.3 0.5 99.0

(b) RF for S2 (VoD)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2

0 99.4 0.5 0.1
1 0.7 97.0 2.2
2 0.0 0.4 99.6

(c) DT for S2 (LIVE)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3

0 99.0 0.7 0.1 0.2
1 1.2 97.2 0.9 0.6
2 0.7 0.6 94.3 4.4
3 0.2 0.4 1.0 98.4

(d) DT for S2 (VoD)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2

0 98.8 1.1 0.1
1 1.0 96.4 2.5
2 0.0 0.6 99.4

(e) GrdBst for S2 (LIVE)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3

0 99.5 0.4 0.1 0.1
1 1.3 97.5 0.6 0.7
2 0.6 4.3 89.5 5.6
3 0.2 0.4 0.7 98.7

(f) GrdBst for S2 (VoD)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2

0 99.5 0.4 0.1
1 0.6 97.9 1.5
2 0.0 0.4 99.6
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Table 5.7: Confusion matrixes of RF, DT and GrdBst for the third commercial
dataset

(a) RF for S3 (LIVE)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 90.2 4.3 0.5 1.0 0.8 0.8 2.5
1 2.5 93.5 1.2 1.1 0.7 0.3 0.7
2 0.7 3.6 90.7 2.1 0.9 0.9 1.1
3 0.1 0.5 2.5 93.4 2.8 0.3 0.5
4 0.1 0.2 0.1 3.3 93.3 2.2 0.7
5 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.5 5.6 90.3 3.3
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 99.6

(b) RF for S3 (VoD)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 90.2 4.3 0.5 1.0 0.8 0.8 2.5
1 2.5 91.5 1.2 3.1 0.7 0.3 0.7
2 0.7 1.6 90.7 4.1 0.9 0.9 1.1
3 0.1 0.5 2.5 93.4 2.8 0.3 0.5
4 0.1 0.2 0.1 3.3 93.3 2.2 0.7
5 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.5 5.6 90.3 3.3
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 99.6

(c) DT for S3 (LIVE)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 90.0 4.3 1.5 2.3 0.5 0.5 1.0
1 4.7 87.9 3.4 2.8 0.7 0.4 0.1
2 2.0 6.1 83.3 5.2 2.2 0.7 0.4
3 0.6 1.0 3.6 89.6 4.3 0.6 0.4
4 0.4 0.4 0.6 4.7 89.5 3.8 0.5
5 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.8 7.7 87.6 3.3
6 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.6 98.9

(d) DT for S3 (VoD)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 88.0 6.8 0.8 1.3 0.5 0.5 2.3
1 3.9 88.2 2.3 3.5 1.0 0.4 0.6
2 0.7 5.6 87.0 3.3 1.6 0.9 0.9
3 0.1 0.6 2.5 92.8 3.5 0.1 0.5
4 0.0 0.2 0.9 5.8 89.5 2.9 0.6
5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.4 7.2 88.5 3.7
6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.4 99.3

(e) GrdBst for S3 (LIVE)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 90.4 3.2 0.0 3.8 0.0 2.6 0.0
1 2.7 90.1 2.3 4.1 0.4 0.4 0.0
2 0.0 2.3 87.3 5.9 2.7 0.9 0.9
3 0.0 0.7 2.6 93.5 2.9 0.2 0.2
4 0.1 0.1 1.0 3.5 91.1 3.8 0.3
5 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.5 4.3 92.7 2.4
6 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 99.8

(f) GrdBst for S3 (VoD)

True Predicted Class
% 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 86.3 2.1 2.9 0.2 2.6 2.6 3.3
1 3.3 88.8 3.6 4.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 0.5 2.9 80.6 14.9 0.6 0.3 0.3
3 0.2 0.2 4.4 92.5 2.5 0.1 0.3
4 0.0 0.0 0.2 3.7 92.5 3.4 0.1
5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 4.2 92.4 3.0
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 99.6
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Table 5.8: Precision and Recall(%) using RF, DT and GrdBst classifiers on LIVE
and VoD commercial services datasets

RF DT GrdBst
Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall

S1(LIVE) 99.16 99.17 98.87 98.86 99.16 99.17
S1(VoD) 99.21 99.19 99.12 99.11 99.20 99.16
S2(LIVE) 98.98 98.99 98.44 98.43 98.71 98.71
S2(VoD) 99.32 99.33 98.96 98.95 99.33 99.33
S3(LIVE) 97.65 97.83 96.87 96.83 97.89 97.18
S3(VoD) 97.99 97.99 96.08 96.06 96.95 96.94

each RF, DT, and GrdBst achieves high precision and recall, with RF and GrdBst

slightly better than DT in some scenarios.

In addition, processing latency is another important metric, especially for online

learning. It is even more important for video streaming when the download deci-

sions rely on bitrate prediction. We present in TABLE 5.9 the training and prediction

times for the different ML algorithms to guarantee the latency requirements. The

training time is computed over the whole dataset, and the prediction time is aver-

aged over 20% of the datasets. This table shows that DT is faster than both RF and

GrdBst, for training and prediction phases. GrdBst is computationally the most de-

manding algorithm for the training phase, though it performs well and slightly better

than RF, for the prediction phase.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we showed the possibility of learning the behavior of the ABR logic

thanks to machine learning techniques and supervised learning in particular. We

performed our study over different ABR algorithms, including both classic ABR al-

gorithms and real-world closed-source deployments. From the gained results, we

found that Random Forest and Gradient boost algorithms are able to achieve a very
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Table 5.9: Processing time of ML classifiers on Live and VoD commercial services
datasets

ML algo Training Prediction
mean (s) std(s) mean (ms) std (ms)

LGS 1.69 0.99 0.19 0.05
SVM 0.99 0.46 56.69 38.93
RF 1.55 0.38 10.74 1.77
DT 0.04 0.016 0.09 0.02
GrdBst 14.64 6.71 7.51 3.47
AdBst 1.61 0.48 33.80 27.45
NB 0.02 0.003 0.21 0.03
KNN 0.41 0.015 41.68 4.82

high prediction accuracy, using only the basic information provided as input to the

application layer. This work serves the prefetching-based P2P streaming, as it is

compatible with our target use case of P2P and ABR, in which the ABR and P2P

stack do not know about each other. In the next chapter, we will use this work to

make ABR predictions to improve the prefetching and caching efficiency.
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Chapter 6

Adaptive BitRate-aware

prefetching methods in P2P

6.1 Introduction

Most of the P2P video delivery networks rely on prefetching techniques to exploit

the available resources efficiently and get as much data as possible from other

peers, then keep it in a local memory either to serve the peer itself, or other peers

in the network. In chapter 4, we discussed the challenges of prefetching-based

environments when delivering adaptive streaming contents, especially the compat-

ibility with the client-side bitrate adaptation logics. We showed how the player ABR

gets confused when it receives P2P segments immediately from the local cache,

consequently mistakenly over-estimating the bandwidth, leading to unsuitable bi-

trate decisions. We proposed Response-Delay, a solution to smooth the delivery of

the local cached P2P segments, respecting the video player logic by waiting some

time before returning the cached segments to the video player. Interestingly, the

idea of delaying the segments by adjusting the download time has opened another

door for further improvements. On one hand, delaying the response gives more
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time to get more data from other peers; hence it affects the prefetching. On the

other hand, adjusting the segments responses leads the ABR to select different

decisions, and hence, it controls the player ABR in one way or the other. To turn

these two effects into good behavior, we try to use the approach of response delay

wisely to enhance the prefetching efficiency.

However, bringing prefetching together with ABR has some challenges, since

with ABR, the video segments are encoded into different qualities. Therefore, the

prefetching logic requires further knowledge of the user’s qualities of interest, to

avoid wasting resources on downloading undesired segments. Furthermore, the

ABR may take a decision to switch down the quality while a higher quality may

already exist in the P2P cache, and a wise decision would be to use the higher

quality and avoid wasting bandwidth on downloading a lower quality.

In both scenarios, the prefetching logic needs to be aware of the player ABR,

which may be closed source and completely unknown to the P2P stack. Hence,

we recall the proposed idea in Chapter 5, of learning the ABR algorithm from its

input features only and using the learned model afterward to help designing an

ABR-aware prefetching environment.

Following this debate, this chapter binds together the ideas proposed in Chap-

ter 4 and Chapter 5 to investigate the possibility of enhancing the prefetching tech-

nique. The main idea is to anticipate the quality switches using the ABR ML model,

and from then, investigate two possible actions to be taken. The first action is trying

to download the anticipated quality from other peers, then downloading it prior to

the player’s request. The second action is to keep the prefetched quality for QoE

reasons, and further step requires finding the optimal delay for which the ABR re-

sponds by selecting the cached quality. For the second action, we prefer the ABR

to select the prefetched quality only when it is higher than what the ABR would

request, so we do not degrade the average quality.
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6.1.1 Contributions

The contributions of this chapter are:

• introduce an innovative ABR-aware prefetching technique that predicts, while

delaying the responses, the next qualities and tries to fetch them from peers

in time which improves both QoE and P2P efficiency.

• propose an innovative ABR-controlling technique to force the ABR to select

different qualities, by adjusting the segments response times to make the

desired quality switch.

• efficiently utilize the P2P cache, by forcing the ABR to select the cached quali-

ties, especially when the ABR decides to down-switch the quality while having

the segments cached in a higher quality.

6.2 Proposed solution

6.2.1 ML-based prefetching

As stated earlier, our first goal is to be able to predict the ABR quality switches and

try to get the new qualities in advance. With response delay, the player waits for

some time before receiving the cached segments, and so we can use this spare

time to fetch more P2P data for the next segments. Hence we try to predict what

the ABR will select for the next segment, after receiving the current delayed one.

In chapter 5, we discussed how to formulate the ABR prediction as a classifica-

tion problem (see section 5.2), using a set of inputs only.

In this work, this set of input features is represented by the vector Xn+1 (Line 10

in Algorithm 6.1). This means that to predict the ABR decision for segment n+1, the

model uses the buffer level bn+1 as measured when requesting the segment n+ 1,
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the bandwidth bwn as measured after downloading the segment n, the previous

bandwidth bwn−1 registered for segment n − 1, the download time for segment n

represented by the response delay dn, and the last bitrate decision rn

When delaying the segment n, the model tries to predict the quality of the next

segment r̂n+1 using Xn+1, which includes some delay-dependent features such as

the buffer level, the measured bandwidth and, of course, the download time.

To simplify, Lines 8 and 9 in Algorithm 6.1 show the relation between the re-

sponse delay with each of the buffer and the bandwidth estimation. Since the ABR

sees the response delay dn as the time it took the segment to be downloaded, the

buffer drains for amount of dn, then it increases by one segment duration τ when

the segment is received. Meanwhile, the bandwidth is estimated by measuring the

segment size over dn.

Hereafter, we pass these inputs to the ML predictor, Random Forest (RF) in

our work, to predict the next bitrate decision r̂n+1 (Line 11 in Algorithm 6.1). The

predicted quality is then used by the P2P downloader (presented in Algorithm 3.3

in Chapter 3) to update the prefetching bitrate for the next segments.

6.2.2 ABR controlling with Response Delay

The second goal of our proposal is to control the player’s ABR algorithm by forcing

it to request another quality level since modifying the segment responses has the

effect of changing the ABR decision externally, without even modifying the ABR

logic itself. In this work, we try to prevent the ABR from down switching the quality,

especially when we have the segments already prefetched at a higher quality, thus

saving the resources and improving the average quality. To this end, we try to find

the optimal value for response delay that leads the ABR to pick the desired quality

r∗, which is the maximum cached quality for this segment in our study. To do so,

we scan for values of delay d′n such that 0 < d′n < τ ; we chose τ for the delay
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upper bound as long delays are undesired and may cause rebuffering, or even

lead the ABR to switch down the quality. Then, we update Xn+1 according to d′n

by re-estimating the buffer level and the bandwidth according to Lines 8 and 9 in

Algorithm 6.1. It must be noted that the optimal value is not necessarily one unique

value; rather, there might exist a range of values that drive the ABR to the same

decision.

Algorithm 6.1 Logic of ML-based prefetching and quality control
1: n← the player requested segment
2: st[n] ∈ S : S = {AC,AC,A} ← cached segment state
3: R∗[n]← the bitrates of segment n in P2P cache
4: r̂n ← prediction of the ABR bitrate decision for segment n
5: Sn, rn, tdwn ← Size and bitrate and download time for segment n.
6: bn, bwn ← buffer level and measured bandwidth for segment n.
7: dn ← response delay for segment n, received from Algorithm 6.2
8: bn+1 = bn + τ − dn
9: bwn = Sn/dn

10: Xn+1 = [bn+1, bwn, bwn−1, dn, rn]
11: r̂n+1 = RF (Xn+1)
12: if r̂n+1 < max(R∗[n+ 1]) then . Undesired down-switch
13: Dn = ∅
14: for d′n in 0 : τ do
15: Repeat steps 8, 9, 10 and 11 for dn = d′n
16: if r̂n+1 = max(R∗[n+ 1]) then
17: Dn = {..., d′n}
18: end if
19: end for
20: return avg(Dn)
21: end if
22: if r̂n+1 6∈ R∗[n+ 1] then . ABR-aware prefetching
23: Try to prefetch new quality r̂n+1

24: end if

One possibility is to select the minimum or the maximum delay values of this

range. In fact, the ABR ML model is not 100% accurate, and it might mispredict

the next quality. We tested both options, and we found that having the minimum

or too-short delay may lead to the bandwidth over-estimation issue, while having
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the maximum delay may lead the ABR to switch down to a lower quality than the

desired one. The best performance we had is with the average value of all the

delays that lead to r̂n+1 = r∗ (Lines 16, 17 and 20 in Algorithm 6.1).

Algorithm 6.2 Orchestrator logic with response delay and ABR prediction
1: n← the player requested segment
2: st[n] ∈ S : S = {AC,AC,A} ← cached segment state
3: if st[n] = AC then
4: if time needed before delivering the segment then
5: tdw = dn . Response-Delay
6: Call Algorithm 6.1 for segment delay = dn
7: else
8: tdw = δ
9: end if

10: else if st[n] = AC then
11: dataRange = S[n]− downloadedData[n]
12: sendCdnRequest(dataRange)
13: if time needed before delivering the segment then
14: tdw = tcdn + dn . Response-Delay
15: Call Algorithm 6.1 for segment delay dn = tcdn + dn
16: else
17: tdw = δ + tcdn
18: end if
19: else if st[n] = A then
20: sendCdnRequest(S[n])
21: tdw = tcdn
22: end if
23: wait for tdw to get and deliver the segment
24: return S[n]

6.2.3 Applying ML-based prefetching and quality control with Response

Delay

In this section, we show how to integrate the proposed methods into the orches-

trator unit, which handles the P2P connection part, including scheduling, caching,

and delaying the responses (Algorithm 4.1 from Chapter 4).

We update the Orchestrator logic by adapting to the ML-based prefetching and
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quality control part, as shown In Algorithm 6.2.

We have to deal with two states of cached P2P segments: available and com-

pleted (AC) and available but uncompleted (AC). Clearly, the delay for AC seg-

ments will be seen as a download time by the ABR algorithm; thus, it is safe to use

this delay to estimate the buffer and the bandwidth states to predict the next seg-

ment quality (according to Lines 8-11 in Algorithm 6.1). However, for AC segments,

the ABR measures a download time tdw which is equal to the time it takes to finish

the segment from CDN (tcdn) plus the delay for the P2P part dn. Consequently, for

AC, we need to consider dn = tdw in Algorithm 6.1 to keep the logic correct.

6.3 Experimental setup

We investigate the performance of our proposals on the five classic ABR algorithms:

BBA [29], BOLA [31], CONVENTIONAL [25], PANDA [25], FESTIVE [27], to stay

consistent with the presented work in Chapters 4 and 5. We implemented all these

algorithms using the MATLAB-based model presented in Chapter 3. In Chapter 5,

each ABR algorithm has a unique trained ML model, that we can reuse in this work

to make predictions. It must be noted that these models are trained on Red Bull

Play Streets video content from DASH Dataset Sequences1. This content is one-

hour duration, segmented into 2-second segments, and encoded at six different

bitrates: 0.3, 0.7, 1.19, 1.99, 2.99, and 4.981 Mbps. Thus, we will use the same

video content in the following tests to be able to reuse the trained models from

Chapter 5.

The stats were collected from 10 users who were watching the same content

and experiencing different bandwidth profiles. The bandwidth profiles were chosen

from some publicly available sets of real 3G [91] and 4G [100] bandwidth traces;
1Available at https://dash.itec.aau.at/download/
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excluding the bandwidth traces that were used for training the ML models.

For the delay method, we used NetDel algorithm from Chapter 4, as this method

showed a better overall QoE and P2P behavior. However, the proposals of this

chapter are independent of the Response-Delay algorithm itself; they use the value

of delay as an input only. Finally, to illustrate the behavior of our proposal, we use

a controlled high-low-high trace, as later shown in section 6.4.1.

6.4 Results and discussion

To show the benefits of our proposals, we first explain the behavior over two ex-

amples for one throughput-based and one buffer-based algorithm. We consider

four different scenarios for each delay method: NetDel is a normal hybrid CDN/P2P

streaming applying Response-Delay without any ML-based prefetching or quality

control. MLQF is a hybrid CDN/P2P streaming applying Response-Delay with ML-

based prefetching for the P2P segments. MLQC represents a hybrid CDN/P2P

streaming applying Response-Delay with ML-based quality control that aims to

force the ABR to select the highest cached quality. Lastly, we merge the two ML

approaches in MLQFC, which performs ML-based prefetching with quality control

to select the highest cached quality.

6.4.1 Explaining MLQF and MLQC over examples

We first present a sample run to illustrate how MLQC and MLQF work with NetDel

algorithm (presented in Section 4.2.2.2). For this example, we use a high-low-

high bandwidth trace, where the bandwidth changes every 20 seconds to 6, 4.4,

2.5, 1.5, 1, 0.6 Mbps, respectively. This run involves 10 peers, the first 9 peers

apply the regular NetDel without modifications, and the last 10th peer, who joins

the session the last, apply one of NetDel, MLQF, and MLQC per simulation run.
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Then, we discuss the behavior of the 10th peer for each configuration using the

cache status visualization presented in Chapter3. In this example, we pick BBA as

a buffer-based ABR, CONVENTIONAL as a non-conservative throughput-based

ABR, and PANDA as a conservative throughput-based ABR on the sample run for

70 segments.

Starting with BBA, we see some room for improvement with NetDel scenario

(Figure 6.1a). First, when the ABR decides to switch the quality, the new segment

will be requested from CDN immediately if it does not exist in the P2P cache, such

as segments 8, 9, 11, 13 .., etc. Second, it happens that the ABR down switches

the quality of the next segment while having this segment (partially or fully) cached,

as we can see for segments 54, 55, 69, 70.

We expect MLQF to help in resolving the first issue and MLQC to deal with

the second one. Indeed, Figure 6.1b shows that when applying MLQF, some P2P

data appears on segments 8, 9, 11, 13, 18, 55, and 65, which are the requested

segments on the new quality. Hence, MLQF allows predicting the track switches in

advance, which in turn serves the P2P prefetching system to fetch the new quality

ahead of the ABR request.

MLQC manages to force the ABR to select the cached quality when it is already

fetched in the P2P cache. Going back to NetDel scenario, we see that segments 54,

55 of quality 3 and segments 69, 70 of quality 4 are already downloaded in the P2P

cache, and yet the ABR selects a lower quality for these segments as a side effect

of NetDel. MLQC is designed particularly to deal with this case, and Figure 6.1c

shows that the ABR does not down switch the quality for these segments anymore.

It is rather forced to stay at the prefetched quality by applying the delay suggested

by MLQC.

For CONVENTIONAL algorithm, NetDel scenario (Figure 6.2a) shows that seg-

ments 5, 6, 7, 8, 16, and 17 are fetched on quality 1, then the ABR switches down
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Figure 6.1: Example of cache state for one peer running BBA and applying NetDel
with (a) NetDel, (b) MLQF and (c) MLQC
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to quality 2 when receiving segment 4 from P2P cache. With MLQF (Figure 6.2b),

the scheduler predicts the down switch at segment 4, while the ABR is waiting for

this segment to be delivered from P2P. Accordingly, the scheduler stops asking for

quality 1 and switches to quality 2. As we can see, quality 2 appears in the P2P

cache starting from segment 4, and less overhead of quality 1. Then at segment

23, it predicts a quality up switch and tries to fetch part of segment 24 at quality 1

and so on. MLQC, avoids the quality down switch and manages to keep the ABR

at the highest fetched quality as long as possible. In this example (Figure 6.2c), the

P2P module detects the down switch at segment 4, it then checks that segment 5

is fetched at a higher quality, and it optimizes the response delay of segment 4, so

that it prevents the ABR from requesting quality 2, and force it select quality 1.

PANDA, which is a conservative throughput-based algorithm, shows less qual-

ity switches compared to BBA and CONVENTIONAL for NetDel scenario (Figure

6.3a). Although it has segments 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 prefetched at quality 1, it still

down switches to quality 2 at segment 10. MLQF (Figure 6.3b) allows predicting

this down switch when the ABR is waiting for segment 9 to be delivered from P2P

cache. The scheduler then no longer requests any more data from P2P at quality

1, and it switches to quality 2 starting from segment 10. Unfortunately, MLQC does

not manage to keep PANDA at a higher quality when it detects the quality down

switch at segment 10. The main reason behind this behavior is that the conserva-

tive approach prevents PANDA from adapting to the instant variations in bandwidth.

Instead, it waits for some time/segments before it changes its decision; this explains

why we could not force PANDA’s decision by changing the response delay for only

one segment.
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Figure 6.2: Example of cache state for one peer running CONVENTIONAL and
applying NetDel with (a) NetDel, (b) MLQF and (c) MLQC
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Figure 6.3: Example of cache state for one peer running PANDA and applying
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6.4.2 Metrics evaluations

We now evaluate the performances of MLQF, MLQC and MLQFC in terms of QoE

and P2P metrics (presented in Chapter 4 Section 4.3.2). In each of these scenarios,

all peers use the according method (MLQF, MLQC or MLQFC) except the first peer,

who is connected to CDN link only. All results are averaged over all peers and all

different 3G and 4G traces, except for P2P metrics, for which the first peer, which

is connected to CDN link only, is excluded.

Starting with QoE metrics, Figure 6.4 shows that MLQC manages to improve the

average rate metric compared to NetDel and MLQF, for all algorithms but PANDA.

As we explained, MLQC tries to find the response delay of the P2P segment that

would lead to a certain ABR decision; the highest prefetched quality in our study.

This explains the improvement in the average rate for most ABR algorithms. For

PANDA, as we mentioned in Section 6.4.1, MLQC does not have a lot of impact

modifying only one segment since PANDA is conservative enough to not react im-

mediately. MLQFC also improves the average quality compared to NetDel and

MLQF, and slightly more than MLQC as it combines the benefits of both MLQC and

MLQF.

Stability, as mentioned in Chapter 2, is a major issue for buffer-based algo-

rithms. Interestingly Figure 6.5 shows that MLQF, MLQC and MLQFC improve the

stability of BOLA algorithm, with slight improvements on the other ABRs. With

MLQC and MLQFC, the ABR does not down-switch when the next segment is al-

ready prefetched at a higher quality, which explains why we have this improvement

in stability.

For the rest of QoE metrics, MLQC, MLQF and MLQFC do not affect the overall

performance. They all perform similar to NetDel for Smoothness, Continuity, and

Consistency (Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 respectively).
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Moving to P2P metrics, Figure 6.9 shows that MLQC, MLQF, and MLQFC im-

prove the P2P offload, with MLQF, MLQFC slightly higher than MLQC. As both

MLQC and MLQF aim at improving the P2P usage: MLQC tries to use what is

already downloaded from P2P, while MLQF tries to prefetch what the ABR would

request next, with MLQFC combining the merits of both. For PANDA, MLQC does

not change the performance for the same reason we mentioned when explaining

the average rate metric.

For the Peer Efficiency metric, shown in Figure 6.10, both MLQC and MLQF

reduce the P2P overhead with different but close scores. MLQC reduces the over-

head by leading the ABR to use the already prefetched segments at a higher qual-

ity, whereas MLQF tries to prefetch segments at the predicted qualities and stops

downloading the old ones, which leads to reducing the overhead. MLQFC achieves

the best efficiency as it reduces the overhead both ways.

Lastly, Figure 6.11 shows that MLQF, MLQC and MLQFC slightly improve Peer

Pool Efficiency metric. In fact, this metric depends on the overhead segments

downloaded by each peer, which might be requested later by other peers. We saw

that MLQC and MLQF improve the Peer Efficiency by reducing the peer overhead,

which explains the slight improvement with MLQF, MLQC and MLQFC compared

to NetDel, as less unused data left to share with other peers.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the challenges of prefetching-based P2P networks

when working with adaptive streaming. We proposed to improve the Response-

Delay technique, that we introduced in Chapter 4, in order to take the P2P cache

status into consideration. Thanks to Response-Delay, and the proposed ML-based

ABR prediction model in Chapter 5, we showed that we are able to predict what the
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Figure 6.5: P2P metrics: stability
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Figure 6.6: P2P metrics: smoothness
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Figure 6.7: P2P metrics: continuity
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Figure 6.8: P2P metrics: consistency
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Figure 6.9: P2P metrics: offload
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Figure 6.10: P2P metrics: peer efficiency
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Figure 6.11: P2P metrics: peer pool efficiency
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ABR would request for the next segment upon receiving the current one. With this

prediction, we introduced MLQF and MLQC, two different proposals for enhancing

the prefetching efficiency. MLQF uses the predicted quality at the P2P scheduler

level to update the prefetching quality and stop fetching the current one. MLQC

uses this quality prediction to catch the quality down switches and prevent them

when a higher quality exists in the P2P cache. We merged both MLQF and MLQC

in one logic called MLQFC, which uses MLQF to fetch the predicted quality as long

as this quality is higher or equal to what is already fetched. Otherwise, MLQFC uses

MLQC to prevent the quality down-switch. Results show that MLQC achieves a

better performance in terms of the average bitrate. Both MLQF and MLQC manage

to improve the P2P usage efficiency by increasing the P2P offload and reducing the

P2P overhead while keeping the same QoE. MLQFC combines the merits of both

proposals, and improves the average quality by 5-7% and the stability by nearly

6% while gaining better P2P offload by 6-10% and less P2P overhead by 5-8 %

compared to NetDel.
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Conclusions

7.1 Summary

In this thesis, we focused on HTTP adaptive streaming in hybrid CDN / prefetching-

based P2P networks. Our main concern was to stay compatible with the layered

implementations of HAS and P2P stack, where these two are unknown to each

other. We stated in Chapter 1, that our main objectives are to enable the exist-

ing HAS algorithms in prefetching-based P2P networks without any modification to

the video player’s ABR algorithm while improving QoE and P2P efficiency in the

prefetching environments. We achieved these objectives as discussed below.

In Chapter 2, we provided a review of the state-of-the-art in ABR design, P2P

networks, and QoE and P2P evaluations. ABR algorithms are classified, according

to their location in the system, into client-side, server-side and network-assisted

algorithms. Client-side adaptation algorithms are the most popular, and in turn,

they are classified based on their input metrics into buffer-based, throughput-based,

and hybrid class. P2P networks are a scalable and cost-efficient delivery solution;

users are distributed into two main architectures: mesh-based and tree-based. P2P

networks work with CDNs to ensure the best delivery of the video content in terms
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of QoE and scalability.

In Chapter 3, we discussed the challenges related to testing the hybrid CDN

/ P2P environments for video streaming, for research purposes in particular. We

introduced both realistic and simulated platforms to conduct video streaming exper-

iments. The real-time platform performs a good traffic shaping for the participating

peers; however, it can not precisely reproduce the same results over different ex-

periments. The simulation model enables reproducible and flexible adaptive video

streaming scenarios using different ABR algorithms. In addition, it allows both CDN

only and hybrid CDN/P2P networks. We used the simulation model in the other

chapters to evaluate our contributions and compare them to the existing works.

In Chapter 4, we discussed the main problems facing the usage of existing ABR

algorithms in hybrid CDN/P2P networks, especially the existence of the local cache

at the client-side. To treat these problems, we designed Response-Delay, a novel

method that modifies the segment responses to make HAS algorithms compatible

with P2P; without changing the ABR logic which is our main concern. Response-

Delay rectifies the fast delivery issue of P2P segments and shows good perfor-

mance in terms of QoE and P2P efficiency, which is one of our main objectives.

However, it does not take the exact reactions of the ABR logic or the status of the

P2P cache into consideration, which we investigated in Chapters 5 and 6.

In Chapter 5, we investigated the possibility of learning the behavior of the ABR

logic using machine learning techniques; supervised learning in particular. We

tested different ML models to learn the behavior of different ABR algorithms from

state-of-the-art and real-world closed-source deployments. Random Forest and

Gradient boost algorithms achieved a very high prediction accuracy, using only the

basic information provided as input to the application layer. This work is compatible

with the layered integration of P2P and ABR, as it is agnostic of the ABR algorithm.

In Chapter 6, we discussed the issues of prefetching-based P2P networks with
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HAS algorithms. We combined the benefits of Chapters 4 and 5 and designed an

ABR-aware prefetching technique that improves the P2P efficiency in the prefetch-

ing context. We managed to use the spare delay time to predict the P2P-related

quality switches and fetch the new qualities before the player requests. Besides, we

introduced a novel method to control the player ABR externally to select a better

quality from the P2P cache. This method managed to improve the P2P efficiency

by leading the ABR to make P2P-friendly decisions, which is our last main objective

in this thesis.

The work presented in Chapter 4 is part of the following patent:

• H. Yousef, P. Ageneau, A. Delmas. "Method for broadcasting streaming con-

tents in a peer-to-peer network". US Patent App. 16/832,088. Nov, 2020.

In addition, we filed a family of patents related to Chapters 5 and 6 and other related

topics, which we enlist below:

• H. Yousef, A. Storelli. "Method for playing on a player of a client device a

content streamed in a network". Filing date April 20, 2021. Filing number

21305519.7.

• H. Yousef, A. Storelli. "Method for playing on a player of a client device a

content streamed in a network". Filing date April 20, 2021. Filing number

21305520.5.

• H. Yousef, A. Storelli, A. Delmas. "Method for playing on a player of a client

device a content streamed in a network". Filing date December 11, 2020.

Filing number 20306545.3.

• H. Yousef, A. Storelli, A. Delmas. "Method for playing on a player of a client

device a content streamed in a network". Filing date March 26, 2020. Filing

number 20315054.5.
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• H. Yousef, A. Storelli. "Method for playing on a player of a client device a

content streamed in a network". Filing date February 28, 2020. Filing number

20305202.2.

7.2 Future research perspectives

7.2.1 ABR controlling in a single client-server architecture

The idea of controlling the ABR can be extended to other scenarios than P2P only.

For example, in a single client-server scenario, the service provider may want to

drive the HAS algorithm towards a specific decision without any further modifica-

tions on the player side. In this case, our proposed method can be applied at the

server-side, at a network-assisted entity (ex. proxy), or even the client-side to mod-

ify the segment responses before returning them to the video player. This use case

is different from P2P use case in that all the segments can be controlled; in P2P we

had control on the P2P cached segments only.

In fact, this idea has attracted our attention, so we started to investigate whether

it is possible to drive the ABR to a specific behavior when we have a control on all

the segments, as the service provider may like to do.

Here, we show the initial investigations on buffer-based and throughput-based

algorithms. We run a simple simulation where the client has a good link of 10 Mbps.

The ABR controller resides at the client-side and tries to drive the ABR towards

selecting the desired bitrate. In the following discussion, we refer to the bitrate

we want the ABR to select as the desired bitrate, and the actual ABR decision as

selected bitrate. The converged bitrate is either equal to the desired bitrate when

the ABR controller manages to find an optimal response delay that leads the ABR

to pick the desired bitrate; otherwise, the converged bitrate is zero.

Figure 7.1a, shows promising results for BOLA, where the controller manages
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to find the delay value that leads the ABR to select the desired bitrate. However,

Figure 7.1b shows different behavior for CONVENTIONAL. In particular, at the qual-

ity transitions, the ABR controller fails to force the ABR to select another bitrate. In

this example, if the converged bitrate is zero for some time, CONVENTIONAL es-

timates a bandwidth around 10 Mbps and selects the highest quality for the next

segments. We suspect that sometimes it is hard to make the ABR switch the qual-

ity by modifying the response of one segment only. For example, if the ABR follows

a buffer-based logic, adding one segment may not be enough to increase the buffer

to a value where the ABR decides to switch. On the other hand, if the ABR follows a

through-put approach, it may wait to measure the bandwidth for few segments be-

fore switching the quality. This therefor needs further research to solve this issue,

most probably by adding a metric to learn the ABR smoothness nature and control

a horizon of segments instead of per-segment control.

7.2.2 ABR controlling using feedback control theory

Feedback control theory has been used in many works for bitrate adaptation, either

at the server side [44] or at the client-side [42]. In this design, the ABR changes

the bitrate selection based on network and client feedback assistance. Another di-

rection would be to use feedback control theory to control the already implemented

ABR algorithm by modifying the ABR input feedback externally. This direction would

extend our idea of modifying the segment response but using a feedback controller

and/or ML-based controller. In the previous Section 7.2.1, we found that our ML-

based ABR controller may fail to control the ABR logic to switch to another quality

at some cases.

To investigate this issue, we explored using a simple feedback controller in the

quality transition phases, where we insist the player to select the desired qual-

ity. This feedback controller would accelerate the delivery when choosing a higher
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Figure 7.1: Bitrate selection of (a) BOLA and (b) CONV algorithm using the ABR
ML-based ABR controller
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Figure 7.2: Bitrate selection of CONV algorithm using hybrid ML/feedback controller

quality while slowing it down when choosing lower quality. The initial results of

this investigation are promising, as shown in Figure 7.2. Here, we notice that the

feedback controller manages to take over the ML-based controller at the quality

transition phases. For example, for segments 96-100 the ML-based model does

not converge and fails to find a delay that switches down the quality to the desired

ones. Here, the controller tries to slow down the delivery for these segments until

the ML-based controller resumes its work for segment 101 and so on. Further re-

search can continue this work towards merging the ML-based and feedback-based

controllers to have full control on the player ABR algorithm.

7.2.3 Lightweight ML model for ABR algorithms

HAS solutions are evolving, and many complex ABR algorithms have emerged to

achieve better performance, such as Model Predictive Control (MPC) [99] and the
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ABRs that rely on neural networks [39] [110]. However, these complex algorithms

require expensive computation processes, which make them too heavy to deploy

at the end-user devices such as mobile phones, and they may introduce undesired

decision latency. Some algorithms like FastMPC[99] and ABMA+ [38] pre-compute

solutions, store them results into a table, and look up the table when running on-

line. However, the performance is not as good as the optimal solution; FastMPC

drops the performance of up to 30%. Other ABR algorithms dedicate remote ABR

servers to offloading computation. However, by introducing new servers, these

solutions increase the expenses for the content providers are not scalable to large-

scale deployment. In this context, one potential solution could be to learn these

heavy ABR algorithms, then replacing them with their corresponding lightweight

ML models (such as the one proposed in Chapter 5).

7.2.4 P2P-friendly ABR

As stated in Chapter 1, our work focuses on using P2P with pre-implemented ABR

of the video player that does not know about the P2P existence, which makes the

P2P integration with these players more challenging. Some works such as [92] [66]

combine chunk, bitrate, and peer selection policies together in one client-based

ABR to minimize the occurrence of rebuffering, delivering high-quality video, and

improving the efficiency of the P2P networks. However, these works can not be

implemented in the layered implementation of the ABR and P2P stack. Further

research can be conducted on using these algorithms or even designing a new

P2P-friendly ABR algorithm optimized in the isolated layered ABR and P2P stack.

One possibility is to implement the P2P-friendly ABR outside the player, then using

the proposals of Chapter 6 to control the player’s ABR externally, so it behaves like

the new P2P-friendly ABR algorithm.
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7.3 Conclusion

This thesis is a CIFRE thesis, and the work was carried out between the Information

Processing and Communications Laboratory (LTCI) in Télécom Paris and Research

and Development department in STREAMROOT (now LUMEN) company. We fo-

cused our work on HTTP adaptive streaming in hybrid CDN / prefetching-based

P2P networks using layered HAS and P2P stack implementation, which is also the

design used by STREAMROOT technology. We introduced methodologies to en-

able the usage of existing HAS algorithms in the P2P networks and to design an

ABR-aware prefetching technique. All our achievements have the advantage of be-

ing compatible with the layered HAS and P2P stack implementation, and part of the

findings are already implemented in STREAMROOT MESH Technology.
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Titre : Streaming adaptatif sur réseaux pair-à-pair et HTTP

Mots clés : Streaming adaptatif, réseaux pair-à-pair, HTTP, Qualité d’Expérience

Résumé : La croissance du trafic vidéo liée à l’offre
et au nombre d’utilisateurs, ainsi que les progrès
des technologies vidéo et des appareils, ont aug-
menté les attentes des utilisateurs en termes de Qua-
lité d’Expérience (QoE). Aujourd’hui, le trafic vidéo
représente 79% du trafic Internet mondial, et ce pour-
centage devrait atteindre 82% d’ici 2022 avec les
services Over The Top (OTT) qui représentent plus
de 50% du trafic de pointe dans le monde. Les
solutions HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) se sont
révélées être l’une des techniques essentielles pour
faire face à ce trafic vidéo en constante augmen-
tation, grâce à leur logique d’adaptation en débit
(ABR) intégrée côté client, qui permet de s’adap-
ter aux conditions d’utilisation (oscillations de bande
passante, ressources matérielles. . . ) afin de maximi-
ser la QoE de l’utilisateur. En parallèle, la distribu-
tion vidéo sur les réseaux Pair-à-Pair (P2P) et sur les
réseaux de diffusion de contenu (CDN) devient cru-
ciale pour permettre au réseau de faire face à l’explo-
sion du nombre de consommateurs vidéo. Suite aux
récentes améliorations des technologies P2P et HAS,
de nombreux efforts ont été déployés pour rappro-
cher ces deux techniques. Cependant, le déploiement
HAS sur les réseaux P2P pose de nombreux défis.
Le réseau P2P est problématique pour les techniques
HAS en raison de l’hétérogénéité des ressources et
de la fréquence des arrivées/départs des clients. Une
grande partie des implémentations repose sur un
modèle en couches où les piles HAS et P2P sont

isolées l’une de l’autre; dans ce modèle, les tech-
niques de pré-chargement P2P sont indépendantes
de la logique ABR utilisée, ce qui conduit à une utilisa-
tion inefficace des ressources réseau lors des chan-
gements de qualité. Cette thèse se concentre sur les
implémentations de piles HAS et P2P en couches et
vise à analyser les problèmes mentionnés ci-dessus
et à proposer des méthodes pour les résoudre,
tout en améliorant l’efficacité de la distribution P2P.
Pour y parvenir, nous construisons un environne-
ment de simulation pour tester les solutions HAS
dans les systèmes hybrides CDN/P2P et analyser les
problèmes associés. Nous proposons �Response-
Delay�, une méthode permettant l’utilisation d’algo-
rithmes HAS existants dans le contexte de réseaux
P2P basés sur le pré-chargement; cette méthode mo-
dule le délai de réponse des requêtes en amont du
lecteur HAS et ne nécessite aucune modification de
l’algorithme ABR implémenté. Nous proposons par
ailleurs des modèles d’apprentissage pour prédire les
décisions de qualité des algorithmes HAS, en utilisant
un ensemble de métriques d’entrée que l’ABR uti-
lise pour prendre une décision de débit. Enfin, nous
combinons �Response-Delay� et les modèles d’ap-
prentissage ABR pour définir une méthode de pré-
charegment et de contrôle de QoE plus efficace. Cette
technique utilise la décision ABR prédite dans le pro-
cessus de pré-chargement et contrôle l’ABR en amont
pour prendre des décisions favorables au P2P.
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Abstract : The increasing growth of video traffic and
the number of Internet users, besides the progressing
video technologies and device capabilities, have sur-
ged the demand for improving the user Quality of Ex-
perience (QoE). Today, video traffic accounts for 79%
of the global Internet traffic, and this percentage is
projected to strike 82% by 2022, with Over The Top
(OTT) services accounting for more than 50% of the
peak download traffic globally.
HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) solutions have
shown to be one of the essential techniques to cope
with this ever-increasing video traffic, thanks to their
embedded Adaptive BitRate (ABR) logic at the client-
side which allows adaptation to the bandwidth oscilla-
tions and maximizing QoE.
In parallel, video distribution over Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
networks, along with Content Delivery Networks
(CDN), is becoming more important to handle the ex-
plosion in the number of video consumers.
As a result of P2P and HAS recent improvements,
there have been many efforts to bring these two
approaches together. However, the deployment of
HAS streaming over P2P networks raises many chal-
lenges. The P2P nature is problematic due to the he-
terogeneity of resources and the dynamicity of peers.

The layered implementations where HAS and P2P
stacks are isolated from each other. The P2P pre-
fetching techniques are not aware of the used ABR
logic, which leads to inefficient usage of the network
resources.
This thesis focuses on the layered HAS and P2P
stack implementations and aims to analyze the above-
mentioned issues and propose methods to solve
them, enhancing QoE and P2P efficiency. To achieve
this, we build a simulation environment to test HAS
solutions in hybrid CDN/P2P systems and analyze
the related issues. We propose Response-Delay, a
method enabling usage of existing HAS algorithms
in the context of prefetching-based P2P networks;
Response-Delay is external to the video player and
does not require any modification to the implemen-
ted ABR algorithm. Besides, we propose ML-based
models to predict the quality decisions of HAS algo-
rithms, using only a set of input metrics that the ABR
can use to make a bitrate decision. Finally, we com-
bine Response-Delay and the ML-based ABR models
towards an ABR-aware prefetching and quality control
technique. This technique uses the predicted ABR de-
cision in the prefetching process and controls the ABR
externally to make P2P-friendly decisions.
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